Numerical models are important tools for understanding the processes and feedbacks in the Earth system, including those involving changes in atmospheric CO 2 (CO 2,atm ) concentrations. Here, we compile 55 published model studies (consisting of 778 individual simulations) that assess the impact of six forcing mechanisms on millennial-scale CO 2,atm variations: changes in freshwater supply to the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean, the strength and position of the southern-hemisphere westerlies, Antarctic sea ice extent, and aeolian dust fluxes. We generally find agreement on the direction of simulated CO 2,atm change across simulations, but the amplitude of change is inconsistent, primarily due to the different complexities of the model representation of Earth system processes. When freshwater is added to the North Atlantic, a reduced Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is generally accompanied by an increase in Southern Ocean-and Pacific overturning, reduced Antarctic sea ice extent, spatially varying export production, and changes in carbon storage in the Atlantic (rising), in other ocean basins (generally decreasing) and on land (more varied). Positive or negative CO 2,atm changes are simulated during AMOC minima due to a spatially and temporally varying dominance of individual terrestrial and oceanic drivers (and compensating effects between them) across the different models. In contrast, AMOC recoveries are often accompanied by rising CO 2,atm levels, which are mostly driven by ocean carbon release (albeit from different regions). The magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm rise broadly scales with the duration of the AMOC perturbation (i.e., the stadial length). When freshwater is added to the Southern Ocean, reduced deep-ocean ventilation drives a CO 2,atm drop via reduced carbon release from the Southern Ocean. Although the impacts of shifted southern-hemisphere westerlies are inconsistent across model simulations, their intensification raises CO 2,atm via enhanced Southern Ocean Ekman pumping. Increased supply of aeolian dust to the ocean, and thus iron fertilisation of marine productivity, consistently lowers modelled CO 2,atm concentrations via more efficient nutrient utilisation. The magnitude of CO 2,atm change in response to dust flux variations, however, largely depends on the complexity of models' marine ecosystem and iron cycle. This especially applies to simulations forced by Antarctic sea ice changes, in which the direction of simulated CO 2,atm change varies greatly across model hierarchies. Our compilation highlights that no single (forcing) mechanism can explain observed past millennial-* Corresponding author. Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA.
Introduction
Numerical models represent important tools to test our understanding of how the Earth system operates under past, present or future boundary conditions, when subjected to a variety of forcing mechanisms. They contribute to quantitatively assess first-order sequences of climate events, -sensitivities and -feedbacks, and can be compared against spatially and temporally limited proxy data from a variety of climate archives. Questions regarding the nature and characteristics of global climate-carbon cycle feedbacks have motivated a plethora of model simulations directed at testing hypotheses regarding environmental processes and trigger mechanisms of global carbon cycle change, as well as making predictions of the future (e.g., Randall et al., 2007; Eby et al., 2013; Hülse et al., 2017) .
In its infant years in the mid-fifties, climate modelling was based on highly idealised box models (e.g., Eriksson and Welander, 1956) and box-diffusion models (e.g., Oeschger et al., 1975) , and continued with the development of atmospheric, oceanic and subsequently coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCM) in the 1960s (e.g., Bryan and Cox, 1967; Bryan, 1969; Manabe, 1969a Manabe, , 1969b Hansen et al., 1983) . With the implementation of biogeochemical processes (e.g., Sarmiento et al., 1988; Bacastow and Maier-Reimer, 1990; Foley et al., 1998; Cox et al., 2000; Schulz et al., 2001) , the so-called coupled carbon cycle-climate models or Earth system models (ESMs) have expanded our understanding of the global carbon cycle under different climate conditions. In the 1990s, Earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) became popular (Claussen et al., 2002) , because simulations with EMICs are computationally efficient. EMICs are typically applied in low spatial resolution and include a wide range of Earth system processes, albeit often in parameterised form, allowing long (i.e., multi-millennial) simulations.
Early estimates of past CO 2,atm levels derived from polar ice cores (e.g., Delmas et al., 1980; Neftel et al., 1982) have initiated model investigations to unravel the causes of lower-than-Holocene CO 2,atm values, initially using simple and highly idealised three-to five-box models (e.g., Knox Ennever and McElroy, 1981; Berger and Keir, 1984; Knox and McElroy, 1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984; Toggweiler and Sarmiento, 1985; Wenk and Siegenthaler, 1985) , and subsequently >10-box models (e.g., Peng, 1986, 1987; Keir, 1988; Munhoven and François, 1996; K€ ohler et al., 2005a; K€ ohler and Fischer, 2006) . Some of these studies have highlighted the crucial role of the Southern Ocean (SOc) in driving past CO 2,atm variations, primarily through hypothesised reduced vertical mixing and/or enhanced nutrient utilisation during glacial times (Knox and McElroy, 1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984; K€ ohler et al., 2005a) . The viability of other mechanisms governing variations in CO 2,atm levels has also been illuminated by numerical model simulations, including processes such as ocean solubility changes (e.g., Keir, 1993; Bacastow, 1996; Ito and Follows, 2003) , iron fertilisation of marine biota (e.g., Joos et al., 1991; Peng and Broecker, 1991; Watson et al., 2000) , coral reef build-up (e.g., Berger and Keir, 1984; Opdyke and Walker, 1992; Ridgwell et al., 2003) , changes in the ocean carbonate system (e.g., Broecker and Peng, 1987; Boyle, 1988) , CO 2 fertilisation changes and biome shifts on land (e.g., Prentice and Fung, 1990) , ocean temperature effects on the remineralisation of marine organic matter (e.g., Matsumoto et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2009) , as well as marine ecosystem changes (e.g., Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994; Brzezinski et al., 2002; Matsumoto et al., 2002) . The level of scientific understanding of these different processes varies, and no consensus has yet been reached on the relative quantitative contributions of each mechanism to CO 2,atm change (see review of Kohfeld and Ridgwell, 2009) .
Since the late 1990s, well-dated and (sub-) millennially resolved CO 2,atm records from Antarctic ice cores reveal marked millennialscale variations in CO 2,atm concentrations on the order of 10e30 ppm, or larger. These represent a distinct feature of the last glacial period ( Fig. 1 ; Stauffer et al., 1998; Indermühle et al., 2000; Ahn and Brook, 2008; Bereiter et al., 2012) or the last deglaciation (Fischer et al., 1999; Monnin et al., 2001; Marcott et al., 2014) , respectively, and possibly earlier glacial periods (Petit et al., 1999; Siegenthaler et al., 2005; Lüthi et al., 2008) . Millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes are found to be tightly linked with inter-hemispheric climate variability: past increases in CO 2,atm occurred primarily during millennial cold periods in the North Atlantic (NAtl), i.e., stadials, whereas decreases in CO 2,atm were synchronous with millennial NAtl warm periods, i.e., interstadials (Fig. 1a,b) . Abrupt oscillations in northern-hemisphere temperatures are generally believed to be linked with perturbations of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) that may have been related to varying freshwater (FW) supply to the NAtl (with the strongest and longest of these FW events occurring during stadials dubbed "Heinrich (H) events") ( Fig. 1a; e.g., Broecker, 1997; Rahmstorf, 2002; Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017) . Perturbations of the AMOC cause adjustments of the meridional heat transport that lead to opposite but less abrupt temperature changes in the southern hemisphere, i.e., warming during stadials and cooling during interstadials (referred to as "bipolar seesaw" mechanism; Fig. 1a,c; Crowley, 1992; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003; EPICA Community Members, 2006; Buizert et al., 2018; Pedro et al., 2018) . AMOC perturbations are also hypothesised to result in rapid (quasi-immediate) changes in the strength and/or position of the southern-hemisphere westerlies (SHW) (e.g., Anderson et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011; Jaccard et al., 2016) , contributing to changes in SOc temperature (e.g., Buizert et al., 2018; Pedro et al., 2018) . Millennial CO 2,atm variability may also be linked with changes in Antarctic sea ice extent (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007a,b; Rae et al., 2018; Fig. 1d ) and in aeolian dust fluxes to the ocean (e.g., Lambert et al., 2012; Martínez-García et al., 2014; Landais et al., 2015; Fig. 1e) . Based on marine proxy data, millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes were suggested to have resulted from changes in SOc vertical mixing and SOc-to-atmosphere CO 2 fluxes in response to AMOC perturbations (Skinner et al., 2010 ; as illustrated in Fig. 2 ). NAtl climate-and CO 2,atm anomalies are also thought to be linked with variations in CO 2 release from the SOc through an atmospheric teleconnection, in which for instance increases in the SHW wind intensity during AMOC perturbations lead to variations in Ekman pumping, and hence in elevated oceanto-atmosphere CO 2 fluxes (Anderson et al., 2009; Jaccard et al., 2016 ; as illustrated in Fig. 2 ). However, the relative contributions of these oceanic and atmospheric processes (i.e., "teleconnections") to millennial-scale CO 2,atm variations remain unclear.
A wealth of numerical model simulations has been performed in order to investigate the dynamics behind observed millennial-scale climate variability ( Fig. 1) and to test proposed mechanisms of millennial-scale CO 2,atm change (Fig. 2) . Specifically, FW hosing both in the NAtl or SOc is often imposed to induce changes in meridional ocean heat transport, and hence stimulate a bipolar seesaw response, in order to assess parallel adjustments of the global carbon cycle. Other simulations are forced by prescribed changes in the SHW wind intensity and/or their latitudinal position in order to investigate their role in past CO 2,atm changes, because the atmospheric component of most coupled carbon cycle-climate models capable of running long simulations is very simple. This also applies to simulations forced by variations in Antarctic sea ice extent and aeolian dust fluxes. Given structural model differences (such as grid resolution, complexity of model components, or parameterisations) and/or variable experimental designs across model simulations, a comprehensive and comparative analysis of numerical simulations of CO 2,atm change with respect to the experimental design and the applied forcing, and their realistic representation of past climate events, is warranted.
Here, we compile 55 published model studies that investigate millennial-scale changes in CO 2,atm (Table 1 , also see expanded version in Table S1 ). We systematically catalogue the simulated CO 2,atm change from 778 individual simulations as a function of the applied forcing, the climate boundary conditions (i.e., interglacial and glacial) and the model complexity (Table 1, Tables S2eS7). The model complexity both combines the structural complexity (i.e., the model components and their representation) as well as the spatial complexity of the model (i.e., the model's grid resolution); both of which are linked to some degree. We categorise the coupled carbon cycle-climate models as box models (circles ; Table S8 ), dynamic global vegetation models (DVM, crosses), EMICs (diamonds), ocean-only general circulation models (OGCMs) with biogeochemistry (five-point star), and coupled climate-carbon cycle AOGCMs (i.e., ESMs; six-point star) (Table S9 ). ESMs are comprised of atmospheric and oceanic 3-D primitive equation circulation models, whereas EMICs usually have a less complex atmosphere (e.g., represented by an energy moisture balance model, a statistical-dynamical model or a 3-D quasi-geostrophic circulation model), with varying complexities of the ocean model (Table S9) . We additionally distinguish EMICs by the complexity of their ocean ice-core sea-salt Na þ fluxes (Fischer et al., 2007a (Fischer et al., , 2007b , and e) EPICA Dome C (EDC) dust fluxes (Lambert et al., 2012) . Northern-hemisphere cold intervals (stadials) and phases of Antarctic warming that are paralleled by gradually rising CO 2,atm levels are respectively highlighted by blue and orange vertical bars. Strong and prolonged stadials are generally referred to as Heinrich (H) events.
model component (Table S9) , i.e., EMICs with simple 2D ocean models (i.e., with 2D friction-geostrophic circulation models), EMICs with simple 3D ocean models (i.e., with 3D frictiongeostrophic circulation models) and EMICs with complex 3D ocean models (i.e., with 3D primitive equation circulation models/ OGCM-type). We also differentiate between principal model simulations that impose a single forcing mechanism and sensitivity studies that apply a combination of forcing parameters or adjustments of the background conditions. The model studies compiled here were performed with 22 different numerical models (Table 1 ; model details and -abbreviations are given in Tables S8 and S9) ; five of which are box models (PANDORA (e.g., Broecker and Peng, 1986) , the Stephens and Keeling (2000) box model, the Toggweiler (1999) box model, the Archer et al. (2003) 3-box model and the Watson et al. (2000) 6-box model); one is an atmosphere-only general circulation model (AGCM: NCAR CCM3); one is a DVM (LPJ-DGVM); seven are EMICs (CLIMBER-2, Bern-2.5D, Bern-3D, MESMO, cGENIE, LOVECLIM, UVic-ESCM); four are ocean-only GCMs with ocean biogeochemistry (HAMOCC/LSG, GFDL MOM, MITgcm, COCO); two are ocean biogeochemistry models (OBGM: PISCES, NPZD) with offline tracer transport based on OGCM-or AOGCM output (e.g., from MIROC) and two are ESMs (NCAR CSM1.4-carbon, MRI-GCM2).
In our compilation, we focus on model simulations that are perturbed by six different types of forcing (Tables 1 and 2) , representing changes in: i) freshwater forcing (FWF) in the NAtl (17 studies; Table S2 ) and ii) the SOc (7 studies; Table S3), iii) the strength (18 studies; Table S4 ) and iv) position of the SHW (8 studies; Table S5 ) and v) the extent of sea ice in the SOc (9 studies; Table S6 ), and vi) aeolian dust supply to the ocean (14 studies; Table S7 ). Although the details of the applied forcing for each type (e.g., magnitude and location) may vary across model simulations (Fig. 3) , a comparison of these model simulations is facilitated by common forcing parameters. An overview of simulated CO 2,atm change as function of the model hierarchy for each type of forcing is shown in Fig. 4 . We exclude model simulations from our compilation that are forced by processes generally relevant for CO 2,atm change on timescales longer than several millennia, such as continental weathering, variations in the ocean's carbonate chemistry (involving carbonate compensation), mantle degassing, changes in the remineralisation rate of organic matter, or that investigate anthropogenic change. We also omit model simulations of CO 2,atm changes that apply time-dependent climate background conditions and forcing parameters (e.g., transient simulations of the last glacial cycle), along with factorial analyses of past CO 2,atm change that test a large parameter space for a number of processes and combinations thereof.
In this review, we present and discuss simulated changes in the global ocean-and land carbon cycle and associated CO 2,atm variations in numerical models forced by the different parameters listed above (sections 2.1-2.5). We will briefly summarise existing proxydata evidence that provide the rationale underlying the applied forcings, and point out the typical climatic and hydrographic response of climate models forced with these parameters. We also discuss the capacity of our model compilation to predict realistic CO 2,atm change during past millennial-scale climate events by assessing the CO 2,atm change in all simulations combined under most realistic forcing parameters. In section 3, we summarise the major findings of this compilation, before providing concluding remarks in section 4. . Atmospheric (yellow) and oceanic link (blue) between North Atlantic climate anomalies and millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes illustrated for the Atlantic Ocean and the Atlantic sector of the SOc, following broadly Anderson and Carr (2010) . An atmospheric teleconnection between FW-driven AMOC perturbations and the release of CO 2 in the SOc, and hence a CO 2,atm increase, was suggested to be driven by a southward ITCZ shift and a poleward SHW strengthening. This might have led to an increase in SOc-toatmosphere CO 2 fluxes through enhanced Ekman pumping, and adjustments in SOc surface ocean buoyancy forcing, Antarctic sea ice extent and aeolian dust fluxes (e.g., Anderson et al., 2009; Jaccard et al., 2016 ). An oceanic teleconnection between FW-driven AMOC perturbations and the release of CO 2 in the SOc, leading to a rise in CO 2,atm , was proposed to be driven by changes in meridional heat transport in the ocean that resulted in enhanced vertical mixing in the SOc and the upwelling of CO 2 -rich water masses, reduced Antarctic sea ice cover and changes in surface ocean buoyancy forcing (e.g., Skinner et al., 2010 Skinner et al., , 2014 . Table 1 Overview of simulated changes in CO 2,atm in numerical models forced by different forcing parameters and run with different climate background conditions. Details on the individual simulations are listed in Tables S2eS7. Information on the models (including an explanation of abbreviations) can be found in Tables S8eS9. Simulated CO 2,atm values indicate equilibrium values with respect to the reference state, except for freshwater (FW) hosing experiments. For NAtl hosing experiments, we list simulated CO 2,atm change at AMOC minima and at AMOC recoveries/overshoots (in italics and parentheses; cf. Fig. 9 ). For SOc hosing experiments, we report simulated CO 2,atm changes at the end of the prescribed FW fluxes (cf. Fig. 11 ). The following abbreviations are used in this table: freshwater forcing (FWF), Southern Ocean (SOc), North Atlantic (NAtl), Pacific (Pac), eastern Equatorial Pacific (eEqPac), Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), northern hemisphere (nh), southern hemisphere (sh), model version (v.), and Gent and McWilliams (1990) eddy parameterisation (GM parameterisation). The simulations were performed with interglacial (e.g., Preindustrial e PI, Bølling Allerød e BA) or glacial climate boundary conditions (Heinrich event 1 e H1, Younger Dryas e YD, Last Glacial Maximum e LGM). A more expanded version of this table that additionally outlines the cause of simulated CO 2,atm change as proposed in each study can be found in Table S1 ). 
Reference
MITgcm in eddy-permitting sector configuration
The zonal wind stress of the SHW between 30 and 60 S was multiplied by a factor of 0e5 in sector model configuration with a grid spacing of 2 (GM eddy parameterisation) and 0.5 (no eddy parameterisation, mesoscale eddy-permitting).
PI
OGCM with ocean biogeochemistry þ7 to þ21 ppm (for 1.5x scenario) À4 to À19 ppm (for 0.5x scenario)
45 Huiskamp et al. (2015) UVic-ESCM v. Fractional sea ice cover (0e100%) and the location of the sea ice edge (40 S-56 S) were adjusted, in combination with reductions in air-sea CO 2 fluxes ("ventilation") and export production ("biological pump") in sea ice regions. Feedbacks between ocean physics and sea ice, and seasonality are not included.
OGCM with ocean biogeochemistry þ10 ppm (for 100% sea ice cover, and reduced ventilation and bio pumpscenario) À6 ppm (for 100% sea ice cover, and reduced ventilation-scenario) 61 Tschumi et al. (2008) Bern-3D Changes in the air-sea gas exchange in the SOc were made in sea ice-covered regions during the LGM, also in combination with changes in wind stress intensity and other parameters. Clement and Peterson, 2008; Voelker et al., 2002) , and were first described as Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) cycles in Greenland ice cores (Dansgaard et al., 1982 (Dansgaard et al., , 1984 NGRIP members, 2004 ). In the NAtl, this distinct climate variability, occurring primarily during glacial periods, was linked with perturbations of the AMOC (e.g., Broecker et al., 1985; Keigwin and Jones, 1994; McManus et al., 2004; B€ ohm et al., 2015; LynchStieglitz, 2017 ; see also Stocker, 2000; Rahmstorf, 2002) . Specifically, there is consistent evidence for a weakening and shoaling of the AMOC during H events (e.g., Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2014; Schmittner and Lund, 2015; Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017) . In addition, high-resolution proxy data support the existence of fast AMOC changes during weaker and shorter stadials (Kissel et al., 1999; Gottschalk et al., 2015; Henry et al., 2016; Waelbroeck et al., 2018) , and support previous lower-resolution water mass-and overturning proxy-reconstructions (Charles et al., 1996 ; Keigwin and intensity and (e) latitudinal position of the SHW, changes in (f) the fractional sea ice cover in the SOc south of~55 S and (g) the mean latitudinal position of the sea ice edge in the SOc, and (h) changes in the supply of aeolian dust to the SOc (black dots in symbols) and to the global ocean. Grey symbols show principal model simulations, whereas white symbols show sensitivity experiments that apply a combination of different forcings or different background conditions. Symbol colour indicates interglacial (reddish) and glacial (blueish) climate boundary conditions applied in the simulations. The model types are categorised as box models (circles), DVMs (crosses), EMICs (diamonds), ocean-only GCMs with biogeochemistry (pentagons), and ESMs (hexagons), cf. Tables S8 and S9. EMICs are further classified by the complexity of their ocean model (orange: simple 2D ocean model (s2D), brown: simple 3D ocean model (s3D) and red: complex 3D ocean (c3D)). In (a) to (c), arrows point at FW hosing simulations that apply salt fluxes after cessation of freshwater forcing (FWF) in order to encourage an AMOC recovery. Crosses show simulations that use gradually increasing or centered-triangle shaped FW fluxes, all others apply constant FW fluxes. Black dots highlight hosing experiments that apply global or regional salt compensation at the time of hosing (in order to maintain a constant global-ocean salinity). References and further details on all model simulations can be found in Tables 1, 2 , and S1-S7. Boyle, 1999; Elliot et al., 2002) .
A variety of complex cryosphere-ocean interactions (AlvarezSolas et al., 2010; Marcott et al., 2011; Dokken et al., 2013; Pedro et al., 2018) as well as self-sustaining mechanisms (Peltier and Vettoretti, 2014; Li and Born, 2019) have been proposed as drivers of D-O cycles and the bipolar seesaw involving distinct AMOC variability. In numerical model simulations, AMOC changes are generally considered to result from melt-/freshwater supply to major NAtl deep convection sites (e.g., Bond et al., 1992b; Broecker, 1994; Grousset et al., 2000) . This is supported by increased fluxes of ice-rafted detritus (IRD), an indicator for increased iceberg discharge from ice sheets, and hence FW supply to the ocean, found in NAtl sediment cores during H events (e.g., Heinrich, 1988; Bond et al., 1993; Hemming, 2004) , with lower-amplitude fluxes also observed during short and weak D-O cycles (e.g., Bond and Lotti, 1995; Elliot et al., 2002) . Evidence for parallel sea surface freshening (e.g., Bond et al., 1992a; Hillaire-Marcel and Bilodeau, 2000) and a near-cessation of the southward export of NAtl Deep Water (NADW) (e.g., Praetorius et al., 2008; B€ ohm et al., 2015; Henry et al., 2016) supports the contention of a tight link between northern-hemisphere climate anomalies and perturbations of the AMOC. Geochemical proxies (Hemming, 2004) and isotopeenabled EMIC simulations (Roche et al., 2004) respectively suggest a duration and magnitude of FW fluxes during H event 1 and 4 of 0.15e0.3 Sv for 500 years, and 0.25e0.3 Sv over 100e400 years, which is likely an upper limit of FW fluxes into the NAtl during stadials.
Physical response of climate models to NAtl FWF
Physics-only climate model simulations have highlighted the non-linear response of the AMOC to prescribed FW fluxes in the NAtl Stouffer, 1988, 1995) and the existence of (d) decreased intensity of the SHW winds, (e) northward and (f) southward shifts of the SHW, (g) expansion and (h) retreat of SOc sea ice, as well as (i) enhanced and (j) diminished iron fertilisation in the global or SOc. Simulated CO 2,atm values in (c) to (j) indicate differences in simulated equilibrium values with respect to the reference state. Note that DVMs (crosses) specifically investigate the response of the land biosphere to FWF (while the ocean is a buffer). OGCM assess the ocean response to FWF (while neglecting any contribution from the land biosphere). EMICs and ESMs assess changes in both carbon reservoirs (unless the interaction of the land biosphere is disabled, e.g., Menviel et al., 2015a) . Symbols are shown as in Fig. 3 . References and further details on all model simulations can be found in Tables 1, 2 , andTables S1-S7. multiple stable AMOC states for a given forcing (e.g., Stommel, 1961; Bryan, 1986; Marotzke and Willebrand, 1991; Stocker and Wright, 1991; Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer, 1994) . The AMOC strength can change abruptly between two stable states in a defined range of FWF (e.g., Stocker and Wright, 1991; Rahmstorf, 2002; Rahmstorf et al., 2005) . This hysteresis behaviour is, however, strongly determined by the initial state of the AMOC prior to FWF, indicating its sensitivity to perturbations (i.e., its 'proximity' to transition) (e.g., Stocker and Marchal, 2000; Rahmstorf et al., 2005) . In addition, the sensitivity of the AMOC to surface buoyancy forcing was shown to depend on climate boundary conditions (e.g., Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001; Schmittner et al., 2002; Kageyama et al., 2010) , the model resolution (e.g., Spence et al., 2013; Gent, 2018) and ocean diffusivities (e.g., Schmittner and Weaver, 2001; Prange et al., 2003) .
Most climate models consistently simulate a reduction of the AMOC as a result of FW input into the NAtl, despite differences in the location, rates and durations of prescribed FWF. For example, a mean reduction in the AMOC by 30% after 100 years is simulated by AOGCMs and EMICs forced by a 0.1 Sv-FW perturbation . However, the timescale of the AMOC recovery and the existence of AMOC overshoots is model-dependent . After FWF cessation, the AMOC in some models remains perturbed (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1988; Rind et al., 2001a) , while in others it returns to near-initial conditions; in some cases exhibiting an AMOC overshoot (e.g., . Again, this is crucially dependent on the initial AMOC state with respect to the hysteresis structure of the model, which determines the (ir)reversibility of the perturbation (Stocker and Marchal, 2000) .
FW hosing in the NAtl causes generally abrupt cooling in the northern hemisphere and a southward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (e.g., Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Stouffer et al., 2006; Kageyama et al., 2010 Kageyama et al., , 2013 . Simulated temperatureand precipitation changes differ in amplitude and regional extent Stouffer et al., 2006; Kageyama et al., 2010 Kageyama et al., , 2013 . The simulated southern-hemisphere air temperature change is often confined to~1.5 C, which is mostly smaller than observed in ice cores (~1e4 C) Pedro et al., 2018) . Kageyama et al. (2013) also pointed out that only those FW hosing experiments with a strong AMOC decrease or -collapse produce the expected pattern of the bipolar seesaw, while in simulations with reduced but active AMOC no consistent warming and even cooling throughout the southern hemisphere is observed, because the active AMOC conveyed the cooling southward . FWF in the NAtl has other far-field effects and can lead to changes in polar sea ice extent, Antarctic Circumpolar Current dynamics or deep-water formation in the SOc (e.g., Rind et al., 2001b; Schmittner et al., 2003; Knutti et al., 2004) or the sub-Arctic Pacific Ocean (e.g., Saenko et al., 2004; Okazaki et al., 2010) . Some of these simulated changes were related to the specific salt compensation scheme applied in the models, which refers to the addition of salt in order to compensate for hosing-driven ocean salinity changes and maintain a constant global salinity budget . Below, we focus on simulated biogeochemical impacts of FW-induced AMOC perturbations on the global carbon cycle and CO 2,atm levels.
2.1.3. Global carbon cycle response to NAtl FWF 2.1.3.1. Overview of experimental design used in the compiled studies. We synthesise 17 studies that assessed changes in simulated CO 2,atm resulting from FW hosing in the NAtl on the basis of 147 separate simulations (Table 1; Table S2 ). The numerical models lack a representation of interactive ice sheets and -shelves. FW is therefore added as an imposed buoyancy forcing to the NAtl to mimic past variations in the meltwater forcing associated with changes in the cryosphere, such as for instance iceberg calving or the re-routing of major rivers (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer, 1995) .
In most simulations, the ocean models were perturbed with FW fluxes imposed at the surface of the NAtl with a maximum rate ranging from 0.015 Sv to 2 Sv and a duration between 3 and 2500 yrs ( Fig. 3aec ; Table S2 ). This FWF is often arbitrarily selected, but in some cases more specifically chosen to mimic past millennial-scale climate events. FW hosing experiments were run under interglacial or glacial climate boundary conditions, using a DVM, several EMICs with both simple and complex 2D-or 3D ocean components, as well as two ESMs (Table 1 , Fig. 4a ). In fact, 90% of the compiled FW hosing experiments were performed with EMICs (Table S2 ). FW fluxes are either prescribed in specific regions such as the Labrador Sea (Scholze et al., 2003) , the St. Lawrence River Delta (Meissner, 2007) , in a latitudinal band in the subtropics (e.g., 32e45 N, Marchal et al., 1998) or in the subpolar region (e.g., 50e67.5 N, Bouttes et al., 2012) , or in a zonally and meridionally confined area (e.g., 50e70 N and 55e10 W, Obata, 2007; 50e65 N and 55e10 W, Menviel et al., 2014) . The FW fluxes prescribed in the models are often selected to remain constant (on-off hosing function), but in some cases are prescribed to gradually increase to a maximum value (linear function) or gradually increase and subsequently gradually decrease back to zero (centered triangularshaped function, crosses in Fig. 3aec ; Table S2 ). The simulations of Scholze et al. (2003) and K€ ohler et al. (2005b) focus on terrestrial impacts, and their DVMs were forced offline with surface temperature-and precipitation anomaly fields derived from FW hosing experiments with AOGCMs. These DVMs specifically assess the response of the land biosphere to FWF, while the ocean is allowed to buffer CO 2,atm changes only. In contrast, OGCM assess the ocean response to FWF, while neglecting any contribution from the land biosphere. EMICs and ESMs assess changes in both carbon reservoirs unless the interaction with the land biosphere is disabled (e.g., Menviel et al., 2015a) . Some FW hosing experiments apply salt compensating either globally (Marchal et al., 1998; Bouttes et al., 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013; Menviel et al., 2014) or regionally ) (symbols with dots in Fig. 3aec ).
FW hosing in the NAtl consistently leads to a weakening of the AMOC (and sometimes even a collapse) in all simulations. In those model simulations, in which the AMOC remains subdued or in an off-state despite cessation of FWF, primarily in the UVic-ESCM, the AMOC is forced to resume through negative FW fluxes in the NAtl (arrows in Fig. 3aec ; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) . In some instances the hosing experiments are combined with prescribed changes in the latitudinal position of the SHW (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) or a parameterisation of sinking brines beneath sea ice (Bouttes et al., 2012) . Below, we review simulated CO 2,atm changes resulting from NAtl FWF as function of the magnitude, duration and total (time-integrated) amount of FW added (Fig. 5 ) as well as associated changes of the AMOC (Fig. 6 ).
2.1.3.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. Because transient changes in simulated CO 2,atm levels are very different during the hosing experiments ( Fig. 7) , we first focus on discussing simulated CO 2,atm change at AMOC minima (immediately prior to the AMOC recovery, when present; Figs. 5, 6a, b) , and subsequently assess the CO 2,atm change during the subsequent AMOC recovery or -overshoot ( Fig. 6c, d ; Table S2 ).
Our compilation shows a wide positive and negative range of simulated CO 2,atm change during FW-induced AMOC minima (Fig. 5) . For the total set of simulations, no clear relationship Table 1, Tables S1 and S2 , which list more information on the simulations and associated references. Note that in (a) the x-axis is shown on a logarithmic scale.
between simulated CO 2,atm change and the magnitude, duration or total time-integrated amount of FW added to the NAtl emerges (Fig. 5 ). The interval of suppressed or collapsed AMOC exceeds in most cases the interval of FWF, but no correspondence between simulated CO 2,atm change and the time span between the onset of FWF and AMOC minima can be observed (Fig. 5d) . However, individual studies show that increases in the duration or magnitude of the FW hosing, all else held constant, lead to a stronger CO 2,atm change (e.g., Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bouttes et al., 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013) . In our compilation, these trends are likely masked by large inter-model differences in the climate boundary conditions and the forcing parameters ( Fig. 5 ; Table S2 ). . Simulated changes in CO 2,atm and AMOC in numerical models forced by FW hosing in the NAtl. Changes in simulated CO 2,atm levels at AMOC minima versus (a) the AMOC strength prior to the FWF and (b) the maximum AMOC decrease during FWF (cf. yellow dots in Fig. 9 ). (c) Simulated CO 2,atm change from AMOC minima to AMOC recovery/ overshoots versus the magnitude of AMOC change at the recovery (cf. difference between yellow and red dots in Fig. 9 ). (d) Link between simulated CO 2,atm change at the AMOC recovery/overshoots (referenced to background levels) versus the simulated stadial duration (cf. red dots in Fig. 9 ). Grey symbols in (d) highlight the observed duration of Greenland stadials (GS) and Heinrich (H) events (NGRIP members, 2004) and parallel CO 2,atm rise as recorded in Antarctic ice cores (e.g., Ahn and Brook, 2008; Bereiter et al., 2015) . Symbols are identical to Fig. 3 . Black dots highlight FW hosing experiments that apply global or regional salt compensation during the prescribed FW fluxes. Crosses show simulations that use gradually increasing or centered-triangle shaped FW fluxes, rather than constant FW fluxes. Arrows point at simulations that apply salt fluxes after FW hosing (to stimulate an AMOC recovery). All information and references associated with the compiled model simulations are listed in Table 1, Tables S1 and S2. Both positive and negative CO 2,atm change during AMOC minima is simulated in models with different complexities, and in simulations performed both under interglacial and glacial boundary conditions, except in principal simulations with a DVM that consistently model a small but marked CO 2,atm rise at AMOC minima (Figs. 4a, 5a-c; K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . Both trends can also be observed in simulations performed with different EMICs and in simulations, which apply global salt compensation during FWF and non-constant FW fluxes (Fig. 5aec ). This suggests that the observed differences in simulated CO 2,atm change result primarily from structural differences between the models rather than experimental setups. Irrespective of the exact forcing parameters and experimental design, the 25%-to 75%-percentile range of simulated CO 2,atm change across all model simulations under interglacial boundary conditions is À7 and þ14 ppm (n ¼ 34), which is larger than in simulations under glacial boundary conditions (À5 to þ6 ppm; n ¼ 50) ( Table 2) .
The mean AMOC background state is similar between the compiled interglacial (19.9 ± 3.8 Sv) and glacial simulations (18.2 ± 4.5 Sv) (Fig. 6a , Table S2 ). Also, simulated CO 2,atm changes show no correlation with the magnitude of AMOC decrease during the FW hosing (Fig. 6b , Table S2 ). On the other hand, simulated CO 2,atm levels in FW hosing experiments in most cases increase at the AMOC recovery (Fig. 6c ). The magnitude of CO 2,atm increase scales with the total AMOC change at that time, especially for AMOC changes larger than~18 Sv (Fig. 6c) . Accordingly, when considering the stadial length as the time encompassed by the onset of FWF and the AMOC recovery, i.e., the AMOC overshoot, when present, simulated CO 2,atm change tends to be positive at the end of the stadial. In all cases, the stadial duration exceeds the duration of associated FWF (Fig. 8) . Furthermore, the simulated increase in CO 2,atm at the end of stadials broadly scales with the stadial duration (Fig. 6d , Table S2 ), in particular for stadials longer than 700 years, confirming that the findings of Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) and Bouttes et al. (2012) are found across a wider range of models. The 25%-to 75%-percentile range of simulated CO 2,atm change at AMOC recoveries/-overshoots in interglacial simulations is þ1 and þ 14 ppm (n ¼ 26), which again is larger than in glacial simulations (0 and þ 7 ppm, n ¼ 36; Fig. 6d , Table 2 ). Some simulations suggest a negative CO 2,atm change for short stadials (<700 years, Fig. 6d ; Menviel et al., 2008a; Bouttes et al., 2012) .
Linear regression of all simulations suggests a CO 2,atm increase of 0.4 ± 0.3 ppm (p ¼ 0.2) and 0.4 ± 0.2 ppm per 100 yr stadial length (p ¼ 0.07) under interglacial and glacial boundary conditions, respectively (please note that the statistical significance of the regression slope of interglacial simulations is low; Table 2 ). Schmittner et al. (2007a) and Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) pointed out that for sufficiently long stadial durations (e.g., >3000 years), simulated CO 2,atm changes asymptote (Fig. 6d , Table S2 ), which may suggest an upper limit of carbon release from the ocean and/or the terrestrial biosphere during FW hosing. The simulated stadial length and associated CO 2,atm rise in the compiled model studies resembles the observed duration of Greenland stadials as seen in the NGRIP ice core (NGRIP members, 2004) and parallel variations in CO 2,atm levels observed in Antarctic ice cores ( Fig. 6d ; Ahn and Brook, 2008; Bereiter et al., 2012 Table 1, Tables S1 and S2 , which list all details and references of the hosing experiments. model-dependent: models that explicitly simulate changes in the terrestrial biosphere (different land plants, soil dynamics etc.) but have a rather simple ocean component provide insights into the impact of the land biosphere on simulated CO 2,atm levels during FW hosing (Scholze et al., 2003; K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . In models with a crude representation of the land biosphere, or in which fluxes from the terrestrial biosphere are held constant, FW hosing experiments highlight the role of ocean processes in simulated CO 2,atm changes (Marchal et al., 1998 (Marchal et al., , 1999 Chikamoto et al., 2012a) . In simulations that resolve both changes in the land and in the ocean, simulated changes in CO 2,atm are the integral of carbon fluxes from the ocean and the land biosphere (Meissner, 2007; Obata, 2007; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Menviel et al., 2008a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bozbiyik et al., 2011; Bouttes et al., 2012; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013) . However, both the ocean-and land carbon reservoirs can show complex spatial and temporal changes of different sub-components throughout the simulations, because these have different response time scales to forcing. While some coupled models suggest that simulated CO 2,atm changes (at the end of stadial periods) are mainly driven by carbon release from the land biosphere (Obata, 2007; Menviel et al., 2008a; Bozbiyik et al., 2011) , others indicate that they are dominated by oceanic processes (Ewen et al., 2004; Meissner, 2007; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bouttes et al., 2012; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013; Menviel et al., 2014; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) .
2.1.3.4. Simulated changes of the ocean carbon inventory. FW hosing in the NAtl affects the ocean carbon inventory, and hence CO 2,atm levels, in different ways, as determined by initial boundary conditions, the complexity of the ocean model and forcing parameters. A FW-driven reduction or collapse of the AMOC leads to a substantial increase in carbon storage in the Atlantic Ocean due to weaker Atlantic overturning and larger deep-water residence times , reduced equilibration with the atmosphere (Bouttes et al., 2012) and increases in the CO 2 solubility in the Atlantic due to surface ocean freshening and cooling (e.g., Marchal et al., 1999; Ewen et al., 2004; Menviel et al., 2014) , despite diminished marine export production in the Atlantic Ocean owing to a reduced sub-surface supply of nutrients (Marchal et al., 1998; K€ ohler et al., 2006; Menviel et al., 2008a; Mariotti et al., 2012) . Although the Atlantic Ocean carbon sequestration can increase substantially (often by > 100 GtC), this is in most instances compensated by far-field ocean adjustments and/or terrestrial biosphere changes that accompany AMOC perturbations in the models. The ocean impact on simulated CO 2,atm change in the compiled simulations is therefore often determined by parallel adjustments in other ocean regions, in particular due to changes in North Pacific Intermediate/Deep Water-(NPIW, NPDW), Antarctic Bottom Water-(AABW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) formation (e.g., Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) .
Intervals of AMOC weakening were shown to cause changes in the SOc, for instance in vertical mixing (e.g., Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008) , in surface ocean temperatures and CO 2 solubility (e.g., Marchal et al., 1998) , as well as in sea ice extent (Ewen et al., 2004) . During these intervals, increased SOc vertical mixing was found to promote the release of carbon from the deep ocean, which may be driven by different mechanisms (Schmittner et al., 2007a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) : firstly, the export of salt into the southern high latitudes via NADW is reduced during an AMOC weakening, which results in a decreased density stratification of the water column in the SOc, promoting the release of carbon from the ocean (Schmittner et al., 2007a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) ; secondly, AMOC perturbations enhance the formation and ventilation rate of NPIW and possibly NPDW through atmospheric and oceanic teleconnections (Saenko et al., 2004; Okazaki et al., 2010; Chikamoto et al., 2012b; Menviel et al., 2014) , which causes a release of carbon from the Pacific , thus leading to a rise in simulated CO 2,atm levels (Schmittner et al., 2007a; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) . Even though ventilation changes in the Pacific Ocean remain small, they may have a large impact on CO 2,atm levels, because the Pacific Ocean holds most of the ocean's respired carbon (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) . In some simulations, changes in Pacific overturning during AMOC perturbations also lead to considerable exchange of carbon between ocean basins, whereby a small and variable fraction may vent into the atmosphere and contribute to changes in CO 2,atm levels (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012) . Menviel et al. (2014) emphasise a significant CO 2,atm increase due to an increase in deep SOc convection in their simulations (primarily in the Pacific sector), which are forced through global or regional compensating negative FW fluxes in the SOc ('salt compensation') in parallel to positive NAtl FW fluxes. However, the effects of ocean mixing on CO 2,atm , in particular in the SOc, are buffered to some (unspecified) extent by increased export production owing to nutrient supply from below, as shown in other simulations (Schmittner et al., 2007a ; Schmittner and Galbraith, Fig. 8 . Duration of freshwater fluxes in the NAtl versus the duration of the associated AMOC suppression/shutdown. The duration of reduced AMOC (i.e., stadials) is similar or longer than the interval of prescribed FW fluxes in all simulations. Stadial length is here defined as the time encompassed by the onset of FWF and the simulated AMOC recovery, i.e., the AMOC overshoot, when present. Grey symbols on the x-axis highlight the duration of Greenland stadials (GS) and H events observed in Greenland ice-core water isotope records (NGRIP members, 2004) . The dotted grey line indicates a 1:1 relationship between duration of FWF and the simulated stadial length. Symbols are shown as in Fig. 3 . Black dots highlight FW hosing experiments that apply global or regional salt compensation during prescribed FW fluxes. Crosses show simulations that use gradually increasing or centered-triangle shaped FW fluxes, rather than constant FW fluxes. Arrows point at simulations that apply salt fluxes after the FW hosing (to stimulate an AMOC recovery).
2008; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) . In contrast, in simulations of Menviel et al. (2014) without salt compensation, simulated CO 2,atm change at the time of reduced AMOC is negative due to lower Atlantic overturning rates and increased carbon storage in the Atlantic. Stocker et al. (2007) show that in hosing experiments with parameterised eddy mixing global salt compensation leads to an equatorward shift and tilting of outcropping isopycnals in the SOc, as well as changes in surface ocean buoyancy fluxes that cause an anomalous meridional heat transport to the SOc. This was shown to affect millennial-scale inter-hemispheric climate patterns in FW hosing experiments by amplifying surface warming in the SOc . Salt compensation in some FW hosing experiments compiled here (e.g., Marchal et al., 1999; Bouttes et al., 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013) lowers the density stratification of the SOc water column and/or increases the formation of deep-and intermediate-water masses (e.g., NPIW, AABW or AAIW), which may have an additional impact on CO 2,atm levels compared to FW hosing experiments without salt compensation. By applying global and regional salt compensation, Menviel et al. (2014) have shown that the effect of this additional "forcing" can be large, as both the sign of simulated CO 2,atm change as well as its amplitude significantly vary. However, a comprehensive comparison of FW hosing experiments with and without global salt compensation is often not available (Marchal et al., 1999; Bouttes et al., 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013) . The associated change in simulated CO 2,atm due to this adjustment remains unclear, and therefore contributes to inter-model differences in simulated CO 2,atm changes in NAtl FW hosing experiments.
2.1.3.5. Simulated changes in terrestrial carbon inventory. FW supply to the NAtl leads in some simulations to a carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere during AMOC minima primarily as a result of surface air cooling and drying in the northern hemisphere, and changes in precipitation associated with southward shifts of the ITCZ (K€ ohler et al., 2005b; Obata, 2007; Menviel et al., 2008a; Bozbiyik et al., 2011) . In the northern high-latitudes, the treeline shifts equatorward and the areal extent of boreal forests contracts during AMOC minima, while improved growing conditions and slower soil decomposition increase carbon stocks in the northern mid-latitudes (K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . This leads to an initial decrease and subsequent rise of CO 2,atm during AMOC minima under interglacial climate boundary conditions (Fig. 9a; K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . When the AMOC recovers, carbon is released from mid-latitude soils due to increased temperatures and higher rates of soil degradation outcompeting the effects of a regrowth of boreal forests, increasing CO 2,atm above background levels ( Fig. 9a ; K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . In the interglacial simulation of Menviel et al. (2008a) , northern high-latitude and tropical carbon stocks also decline during FWF, which outweighs an increase in southernhemisphere vegetation carbon stocks due to enhanced precipitation associated with a southward shift of the ITCZ, and therefore acts to increase CO 2,atm (Fig. 9c) . In contrast to Menviel et al. (2008a) , Bouttes et al. (2012) and Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) simulate carbon uptake by the terrestrial biosphere during AMOC minima, which is primarily driven by enhanced land vegetation in a warmer and wetter southern hemisphere, and/or increased global carbon storage in soils (Fig. 9b,d ).
The response of the terrestrial biosphere to AMOC perturbations is generally faster than that of the ocean ( Fig. 9 ; e.g., Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bouttes et al., 2012; Matsumoto and Yokoyama, 2013) , although it may take a few centuries to re-establish a new equilibrium in the land biosphere carbon inventory due to different adjustment timescales of land vegetation and soil carbon processes (K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . Soil overturning rates were found to be spatially heterogeneous and faster in the temperate mid-latitudes than in colder high latitudes (e.g., K€ ohler et al., 2005b) . Even when globally integrated carbon changes in the terrestrial biosphere are small, large (compensating) regional changes in vegetation cover may occur in DVMs.
2.1.3.6. Transient evolution of the ocean-and land carbon inventories. Comparing transient CO 2,atm changes in NAtl FW hosing experiments along with associated shifts in ocean-and land carbon inventories highlights that they can evolve differently throughout the simulations and can be determined by different internal processes (Fig. 9) . Adjustments in the non-dominant reservoir typically buffer the impact of changes in the dominant reservoir by 50e80% (e.g., K€ ohler et al., 2005b; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008) .
In the DVM simulations of K€ ohler et al. (2005b) , the oceanic carbon pool is responsive to land carbon changes only through buffering the surplus or deficit of carbon in the atmosphere (bỹ 80%). Simulated CO 2,atm changes are, by model construction, primarily controlled by terrestrial carbon changes (Fig. 9a ). Other simulations portrayed in Fig. 9bed are based on coupled carbon cycle-climate models, which differ, however, in the structural and spatial complexity of the individual ocean and atmosphere components. Simulated CO 2,atm increase in Schmittner et al. (2007a) and Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) during AMOC minima are primarily driven by ocean carbon release (through SOc vertical mixing and a reduced efficiency of the ocean carbon pumps; Fig. 9b ). Most of the land carbon changes in these FW hosing experiments are driven by increased carbon storage in soils, but these are much smaller than parallel changes in the ocean carbon inventory, and therefore only buffer ocean-driven CO 2,atm variations (Fig. 9b) . A limitation of the UVic-ESCM used by Schmittner et al. (2007a) and Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) is the atmospheric component, which is a simple 2D energy-moisture-balance model (Table S9) . Therefore, the response of the vegetation and ocean-toatmosphere CO 2 fluxes to changes in precipitation may not be as sensitive as in a coupled carbon cycle-climate model with a betterresolved atmosphere such as the dynamic albeit simplified atmosphere in LOVECLIM (Menviel et al., 2008a, Fig. 9c ). In contrast to Schmittner et al. (2007a) and Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) , the CO 2,atm response under pre-industrial boundary conditions in Menviel et al. (2008a) is primarily driven by carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere (decline of northern-hemisphere land carbon stocks) but is compensated by 70% through ocean carbon uptake (via weaker upwelling in the tropics and an enhanced water column density stratification; Fig. 9c ). In their glacial simulations, however, ocean carbon uptake overcompensates parallel carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere, and therefore causes a drop in simulated CO 2,atm (Fig. 9c) . Disparities in the UVic-ESCM-and LOVECLIM outputs may therefore to some extent be related to the ability of the atmospheric models to simulate changes of the hydrological cycle, and its interaction with the land biosphere and ocean. During the interval of FW hosing, Bouttes et al. (2012) simulate an increase in soil and vegetation carbon stocks in the tropics (as simulated in Bozbiyik et al., 2011 ) and the southern hemisphere, which causes a drop in CO 2,atm levels during AMOC minima, despite substantial ocean carbon loss primarily due to a decreased ocean CO 2 solubility (i.e., upper-ocean warming) in the SOc (Fig. 9c) . The simple 2D nature of the ocean model used by Bouttes et al. (2012) with CLIMBER-2 might explain differences in the response timescale and magnitude of parallel ocean carbon release during FW hosing compared to more complex ocean models as in the UVic-ESCM (Fig. 9b,d) . The same might apply to the atmospheric model of CLIMBER-2, which is a coarse-resolution 2.5D statistical-dynamical model. Although better than a simple energy-moisture balance model of the atmosphere (UVic-ESCM), its simple nature may also lead to biases in simulated precipitation fields, and hence land-atmosphere CO 2 fluxes, that are not simulated with more sophisticated atmospheric models such as with LOVECLIM or others (Table S9) .
In summary, simulated CO 2,atm change in coupled carbon cycleclimate models are driven by different processes, even when a similar direction of change is observed. In case models agree on the major driver of simulated CO 2,atm change (ocean or land), the internal processes in that reservoir can be very different.
2.1.3.7. Link to stadial durations. The observed link between simulated CO 2,atm change and the stadial length (>700 years) suggests that cumulative carbon release from the ocean and/or the terrestrial biosphere is determined by the combined duration of AMOC suppression and -recovery. The characteristic millennial timescale of the increase in simulated CO 2,atm at the end of stadial conditions is consistent with a slow (deep-) ocean response (e.g., Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bouttes et al., 2012) that is modulated by changes in the terrestrial biosphere. Simulated CO 2,atm change due to fast terrestrial biosphere adjustment is anticipated to be less dependent on the stadial duration. However, this notion remains currently untested, and is likely complicated by possible fast (centennial-scale) SOc CO 2 outgassing due to SHW wind intensity changes (Menviel et al., 2018) or rapid variations in Antarctic sea ice extent (as hypothesised by Rae et al., 2018 , but not tested with numerical models). The close link between simulated CO 2,atm change and stadial lengths~>700 years may also imply that the magnitude of oceanic (e.g., CO 2 solubility, ventilation, sea ice, carbon redistribution) and/or terrestrial carbon changes (e.g., carbon respiration in soils, forest extent) respond linearly to the severity of the AMOC perturbation, and possibly the magnitude of AMOC change at the recovery. However, different ocean circulation patterns (e.g., differences in deep-and intermediate water formation) may evolve despite similar FW hosing in the NAtl, which may account for a decoupling of simulated CO 2,atm and stadial durations in FW hosing experiments (e.g., Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Menviel et al., 2014) .
2.1.3.8. Role of climate boundary conditions. In FW hosing Schmittner and Galbraith (2008) , and (d) Bouttes et al. (2012) . From top to bottom: FW hosing function applied to the NAtl (orange, reversed axis), strength of Atlantic overturning (purple), changes in simulated CO 2,atm levels (dark grey), and variations in the total oceanic (blue) and terrestrial (green) carbon inventories. Solid and stippled lines show results from model simulations run under interglacial (pre-industrial (PI)/modern) or glacial (last glacial maximum, LGM) boundary conditions, respectively. Light grey bars highlight the duration of FW hosing in the NAtl, while dark grey bars indicate the duration of the associated slowdown or collapse of the AMOC observed in interglacial simulations. The vertical white dashed line highlights the AMOC overshoot present in glacial simulations. In all cases, the AMOC recovery significantly lags the end of FWF (cf. Fig. 8 ). Yellow dots highlight FW-driven AMOC minima and simulated CO 2,atm changes at that time (as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6a,b) . Red dots mark the stadial duration and the modelled CO 2,atm change at the AMOC recovery/overshoot (as illustrated in Fig. 6c,d ). Further details on the simulations can be found in Table 1, Tables S1 and S2 . Note that all x-axes have the same scaling. experiments, simulated CO 2,atm changes were shown to depend on climate boundary conditions (K€ ohler et al., 2005b Schmittner et al., 2007a; Menviel et al., 2008a; Bouttes et al., 2012) . One reason why simulated CO 2,atm changes are slightly lower under glacial background climate conditions may be due to the fact that glacial simulations are often equilibrated (i.e., spun up) under low CO 2,atm condition, and therefore have reduced amounts of carbon in the ocean. As any changes in ocean-atmosphere or landatmosphere CO 2 fluxes broadly scale with the amount of carbon available, they are inherently smaller under glacial boundary conditions. One can also surmise that when FWF is applied to the Atlantic Ocean characterised by weaker overturning, the resulting AMOC suppression may be reduced, and hence associated ocean processes such as the ventilation of the deep Pacific, SOc vertical mixing and CO 2 solubility changes may have a relatively smaller impact on CO 2,atm . However, the link between FW-driven AMOC changes and parallel CO 2,atm variations is likely model-specific owing to the influence of parameters such as the initial state of the North Pacific halocline, the degree of density stratification of the SOc, global sea ice extent, or the stability characteristics of overturning cells, which may vary from model to model.
Climate background conditions may also affect the timescale of the AMOC recovery ( Fig. 9c,d ; Menviel et al., 2008a; Bouttes et al., 2012) . We have argued that a longer duration of the AMOC suppression may leave more time for processes to fully affect CO 2,atm levels. The model's climate background conditions may therefore impact on the magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm changes through an influence on the length of stadial conditions.
The contribution of variations in the terrestrial biosphere to simulated CO 2,atm change is also a function of the applied climate boundary conditions, because the initial distribution of vegetation and soils, the temperature-dependent degradation of organic matter and/or CO 2 fertilisation on photosynthesis matter for the simulated CO 2,atm response (K€ ohler et al., 2005b; Menviel et al., 2008a) . In the experiments of K€ ohler et al. (2005b) , the area of increased soil storage at mid-latitudes is compressed under glacial conditions due to the existence of land ice, which makes simulated CO 2,atm levels more sensitive to changes in the extent of boreal and temperate forests (Fig. 9a) . In most simulations, however, the overall character and the processes driving changes in the oceanic and terrestrial carbon inventories under glacial climate backgrounds are similar to interglacial simulations, as the physics behind the simulations does not change ( Fig. 9bed ; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Menviel et al., 2008a; Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008; Bouttes et al., 2012) . However, the timing and magnitude of these changes may vary in such a way that their integrated effect on CO 2,atm may cause a sign change in simulated CO 2,atm . This is best illustrated by the simulations of Menviel et al. (2008a) , which under interglacial climate conditions show a dominance of integrated carbon release from the terrestrial biosphere over ocean carbon uptake, and hence a CO 2,atm increase (Fig. 9c) . Under glacial conditions, however, the terrestrial carbon release is smaller and although ocean carbon uptake during AMOC perturbations is not as strong as in the interglacial simulation, it is stronger than terrestrial carbon loss, resulting in a net decline of CO 2,atm levels (Fig. 9c) .
Peak glacial climate boundary conditions may not be the most appropriate starting point to simulate millennial-scale CO 2,atm variations, which primarily occur under mild-glacial climate conditions. van Meerbeeck et al. (2011) point out differences in seasonality, the formation of NADW, and global sea ice extent, while Gong et al. (2013) highlight different characteristics of the AMOC recovery between glacial and mild-glacial climate boundary conditions. As discussed above, these aspects may have a large impact on simulated CO 2,atm levels, and more realistic climate boundary conditions therefore need to be taken into account in future transient or equilibrium climate simulations that aspire to explain past millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes (e.g., Menviel et al., 2015b ).
2.1.3.9. Model-predictions of past millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes due to NAtl FWF. Because simulated CO 2,atm changes are strongly dependent on initial boundary conditions, the model complexity and the characteristics of the AMOC, a model-based prediction of CO 2,atm change due to NAtl FWF on the basis of the forcing parameters alone is likely highly uncertain. The stadial duration may serve as a better metric for a model-derived prediction of CO 2,atm change owing to NAtl FWF, because it expresses more clearly the impact of FWF on the AMOC. Our linear regressions of modelled CO 2,atm change in FW hosing experiments under interglacial and glacial boundary conditions (Table 2 ) respectively predict a CO 2,atm increase of 0.4 ± 0.3 ppm and 0.4 ± 0.2 ppm per 100 year stadial duration. Taking stadial H5a (Greenland stadial 13) with a duration of~1400 years as an example, in both cases the predicted CO 2,atm during this interval of 6 ± 4 ppm and 6 ± 3 ppm is lower than observed (13 ± 2 ppm). This also applies to other stadial periods. Our compilation hence shows that NAtl FW hosing experiments alone cannot reproduce observed CO 2,atm change over millennial timescales.
Freshwater forcing in the Southern Ocean

Proxy data constraints on variable FW flux into the SOc
Based on sea level records, Clark et al. (2002) suggested that an Antarctic meltwater source is required to explain the observed deglacial patterns of global sea level rise during meltwater pulse 1A (MWP-1A) at the onset of the Bølling-Allerød warm period. This is supported by foraminiferal and diatom stable oxygen isotope data from the SOc that suggest a surface freshening broadly synchronous with MWP-1A (Shemesh et al., 1995; Clark et al., 1996) . Planktic foraminiferal stable oxygen isotope minima are also observed during the last glacial period, which are accompanied by increased supply of IRD at interstadial onsets in the NAtl (Kanfoush et al., 2000) . These were interpreted as phases of Antarctic ice sheet instability that could have supplied large volumes of debris-laden meltwater to the SOc (Kanfoush et al., 2000) . Evidence of temporal deglacial changes in IRD deposition in the iceberg alley in the Scotia Sea (Weber et al., 2014) and surface elevation changes of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Fogwill et al., 2017) have corroborated the contention of rapid reductions in the Antarctic ice sheet and a significant contribution to global sea level rise on millennial timescales (Clark et al., 2002; Rohling et al., 2004) . FW fluxes are prescribed to the SOc surface to mimic these changes in numerical models.
Physical response of climate models to SOc FWF
FW hosing in the SOc leads to surface cooling, a strengthening of the SHW, and an expansion of Antarctic sea ice cover (e.g., Richardson et al., 2005; Stouffer et al., 2007; Swingedouw et al., 2008; Menviel et al., 2010; Ma and Wu, 2011) , which in turn causes a northward shift of the ITCZ (Bozbiyik et al., 2011; Menviel et al., 2010) , as well as enhanced upper-ocean stratification, subsurface ocean warming and reduced AABW formation in the SOc (Swingedouw et al., 2008; Menviel et al., 2010) . These changes also influence the AMOC (Seidov and Maslin, 2001; Weaver et al., 2003; Trevena et al., 2008; Swingedouw et al., 2009; Ma and Wu, 2011) through changes in meridional heat transport, a propagation of the Antarctic salinity anomaly to the NAtl and adjustments of the SHW wind intensity (Swingedouw et al., 2009) . Specifically, FW fluxes into the SOc were suggested to have promoted an abrupt strengthening of the AMOC during the Bølling-Allerød warm period, and hence explain warming throughout the northern hemisphere Table S3 ). The experiments were run under both interglacial and glacial climate boundary conditions, using mostly EMICs, with a simple 2D-(Bern-2.5D, CLIMBER-2), simple 3D-(Bern-3D) and a complex 3D ocean component (UVic, LOVECLIM), but also the ocean biogeochemical model PISCES (with offline tracer transport from an OGCM) and one ESM (NCAR-CSM1.4-carbon; Table 1, Table S3 ). In these simulations, FW is added to the SOc with a magnitude ranging from 0.05 Sv to 1 Sv and with a duration ranging between 100 and 2000 yrs ( Fig. 3aec ; Table S3 ). FW fluxes are mostly held constant (on-off hosing function), with the exception of Marchal et al. (1998) and Menviel et al. (2010) , who use gradually changing fluxes (i.e., a centeredtriangular function), and Ewen et al. (2004) , who impose gradually increasing FW fluxes that cease abruptly (i.e., a linear function) (crosses in Fig. 3aec ). The exact region where the FW hosing is applied varies among distinct circumpolar latitudinal bands, e.g., 60 S-75 S (Marchal et al., 1998; Bouttes et al., 2012) , particular sectors of the SOc, e.g., 163 Ee11 E and 70 Se80 S (Menviel et al., , 2015a , and intermediate- (Ewen et al., 2004) and bottom water formation sites, e.g., in the Ross or Weddell Sea (Bozbiyik et al., 2011) . Some FW hosing experiments apply global salt compensation (symbols with dots in Fig. 3aec ; Bouttes et al., 2012) .
2.2.3.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. The sign and magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm change in response to FWF in the SOc (at the time of cessation of FWF) is generally consistent among the coupled carbon cycle-climate models, apart from simulations of Ewen et al. (2004) (Figs. 4b, 10 , Table S3 ). The simulated CO 2,atm change at the time of FWF cessation is in most cases close to the maximum simulated CO 2,atm change throughout the simulations (Fig. 11) . In addition, the temporal evolution of modelled CO 2,atm is broadly similar in these simulations (Fig. 12) .
Most interglacial simulations indicate a CO 2,atm drop of À7 to À12 ppm ( Fig. 10 ; Marchal et al., 1998; Bozbiyik et al., 2011; Menviel et al., 2015a) . This is consistent with model simulations run under glacial boundary conditions with CLIMBER-2 (Bouttes et al., 2012) , which show a progressively stronger CO 2,atm drop with increasing magnitude of SOc FW fluxes from 0.05 to 1 Sv (0 to À13 ppm; Fig. 10 ). Bouttes et al. (2012) and Menviel et al. (2015a) highlight that AABW overturning decreases due to SOc FWF proportional to the magnitude of the prescribed fluxes, and in parallel to a reduction of the AMOC (Fig. 13 ). An exception to these trends is shown by Ewen et al. (2004) and Menviel et al. (2010) , who under interglacial climate boundary conditions simulate a CO 2,atm rise of þ11/ þ 42 ppm, and þ2.5 ppm, respectively (Fig. 10) . The simulations of Ewen et al. (2004) differ from other FW hosing experiments for a number of reasons. Firstly, FW is added to the ocean in a very confined region, namely at the AAIW formation site south of South America, and secondly, the AMOC background state in these simulations is much lower (1.0e14.3 Sv), which was provoked by FWF in the NAtl ( Fig. 13; Table S3 ). Hence, AMOC overturning intensifies in the SOc FW simulations of Ewen et al. (2004) , in contrast to what is modelled in all other experiments (Fig. 13) . But more importantly, Ewen et al. (2004) only consider the inorganic carbon cycle in their simulations (i.e., solubility and speciation effects), but neglect any feedbacks or processes related to the cycling of organic carbon (e.g., productivity changes, remineralisation, etc). Setting therefore the results of Ewen et al. (2004) aside, the 25%-to 75%-percentile range of simulated CO 2,atm changes in SOc FW hosing experiments performed under interglacial and glacial boundary conditions is À7 to À9 ppm (n ¼ 6) and À2 to À4 ppm (n ¼ 15), respectively (Fig. 4b , Table 2 and Table S3 ). A linear regression of the model results show a À1.7 ± 1.2 ppm (p ¼ 0.2) and À0.6 ± 0.1 ppm change in simulated CO 2,atm for every 10 6 km 3 -volume of FW added in the SOc (p<0.05), respectively ( Table 2 ; please note that the statistical significance of the regression slope for interglacial simulations is low).
Driving mechanisms. The simulations of Bouttes et al.
(2012) with a simple 2D-EMIC show a decrease in CO 2,atm concentrations, because SOc cooling enhances the solubility of CO 2 in the ocean and the transport of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) into the ocean interior by AABW and NADW increases. Carbon is also more efficiently stored in the ocean interior due to slower deepwater overturning. The associated ocean carbon uptake is partly compensated by carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere due to overall drier and colder conditions in both hemispheres (Bouttes et al., 2012) . The oceanic response is consistent with the Bern-2.5D simulations of Marchal et al. (1998) that lack specific oceanland vegetation feedbacks. In these simulations, ocean carbon uptake through SOc cooling and CO 2 solubility increase explains most of the À7 ppm-CO 2,atm drop during FW hosing in the SOc. By disabling land-atmosphere CO 2 fluxes in FW hosing experiments in the SOc with 3D-EMICs, Menviel et al. (2015a) suggest that ocean carbon uptake in the SOc results from reduced AABW formation, which decreases ocean outgassing of CO 2 and increases deep-ocean carbon storage, thereby lowering CO 2,atm levels ( Fig. 13) . In contrast, Menviel et al. (2010) simulate an increase in CO 2,atm in SOc FW hosing experiments ( Fig. 11 ; Table S3 ). In their simulations, carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere owing to the decline of land vegetation in the southern hemisphere is nearly entirely compensated by enhanced export production in the equatorial ocean, increased ocean CO 2 solubility and slight carbon uptake in the tropical region, thus leading to a slight rise of CO 2,atm levels. Menviel et al. (2010) also simulate a strengthening of NADW export during the reduction in AABW formation, in contrast to Bozbiyik et al. (2011 ), Marchal et al. (1998 and Bouttes et al. (2012) , which may explain differences in the sign of CO 2,atm changes simulated in this study.
2.2.3.4.
Transient evolution of the ocean-and land carbon inventories. Simulated CO 2,atm changes in SOc FWF experiments result from a delicate balance between changes in the ocean-and land carbon inventories. This is emphasised by a comparison between transient changes in CO 2,atm levels simulated by Bouttes et al. (2012) and Bozbiyik et al. (2011) that are qualitatively similar despite different climate boundary conditions and durations of FWF (Fig. 11 ). In simulations with the ESM NCAR CSM1.4-carbon under interglacial boundary conditions, FWF in the SOc causes an increase in carbon storage in the tropical land biosphere, which drives a decrease in CO 2,atm levels ( Fig. 11a ; Bozbiyik et al., 2011) . This drop in CO 2,atm is amplified by enhanced ocean carbon uptake due to cooling during FWF and buffered by increased ocean CO 2 solubility in the SOc after cessation of FWF ( Fig. 11a ; Bozbiyik et al., 2011) . In contrast, in the glacial simulations of Bouttes et al. (2012) oceanic carbon uptake dominates the simulated CO 2,atm decrease (i.e., through ocean CO 2 solubility increase and DIC transport into ocean interior), which is buffered by carbon loss from the terrestrial biosphere due to widespread drying and cooling (Fig. 11b) (Deschamps et al., 2012) , suggesting combined a total (timeintegrated) FW release of 1.2 Â 10 6 km 3 . Both parameters are close to the forcing applied by Bouttes et al. (2012) , who forced CLIMBER-2 with a FW input into the SOc with a rate of 0.1 Sv over 400 years under glacial boundary conditions. The simulated CO 2,atm change in CLIMBER-2 is~À1.5 ppm only (Fig. 10 ). This finding is consistent with the magnitude of CO 2,atm change obtained by the linear trend of all compiled SOc FWF experiments (Table 2) , suggesting a CO 2,atm drop of 0.7 ppm and 2 ppm under interglacial or glacial boundary conditions, respectively (for a 1.2 Â 10 6 km 3 FW release during MWP-1A). Hence, from the current (limited) model standpoint, SOc FW supply associated with MWP-1A or in fact millennial-scale Table 1, Tables S1 and S3 . Vertical dashed lines indicate recent estimates of 1) the magnitude of Antarctic FW discharge during meltwater pulse 1A (~0.11 Sv; Golledge et al., 2014) and 2) the duration of meltwater pulse 1A (~350 years; Deschamps et al., 2012) .
climate variability likely did not cause a significant change in CO 2,atm levels.
Southern-hemisphere westerlies 2.3.1. Proxy data constraints on past changes of the SHW 'geometry'
Reconstructing the strength and intensity of the SHW in the past is challenging, and is based on indirect indicators of changes in the position of ocean fronts, ocean temperature, dust fluxes, ocean productivity and precipitation (see reviews of Shulmeister et al., 2004; Hodgson and Sime, 2010; Kohfeld et al., 2013) . However, these changes are not exclusively related to SHW wind changes, and complex regional and inter-annual dynamics may characterise the SHW wind system in the past (similarly to today), which makes inferences based on proxy data difficult and highly uncertain . Although there is a large discrepancy regarding the strength and latitudinal position of the SHW during the last glacial maximum (LGM) ranging from northward shifted (by up to þ9 ) and poleward shifted westerlies (by up to À8 ), the SHW were most likely either displaced northward (by 3e5 ) or were slightly stronger (with unconstrained magnitude), but a southward shift or a weakening cannot robustly be ruled out either . These estimates may serve as an upper limit for SHW changes during millennial-scale climate events, which were recently identified in Antarctic ice records (Landais et al., 2015; Markle et al., 2017; Buizert et al., 2018) . Large shifts in the position of the westerlies of 7e10 as hypothesised by Toggweiler et al. (2006) are not supported by the compilation of Kohfeld et al. (2013) .
Changes in the position or intensity of the SHW during Antarctic warming events and Greenland stadials are poorly constrained. Anderson et al. (2009) and Denton et al. (2010) conjectured a poleward shift and/or strengthening of the westerlies during stadial intervals, along with changes in SOc buoyancy fluxes. This is in part supported by proxy data showing precipitation-and vegetation changes in South America (Lamy et al., 1999; Moreno et al., 2012; Mayr et al., 2013; Montade et al., 2015; Quade and Kaplan, 2017) , hydrographic sea surface changes south of Australia (De Deckker et al., 2012) and off Chile (Lamy et al., 2007) , glacier retreats and -advances in the southern high-latitudes , benthic foraminiferal communities in the South Atlantic responding to wind-driven cross-frontal mixing (Diz and Barker, 2015) , and high-resolution dust-and water isotope records from Antarctic ice cores (Landais et al., 2015; Buizert et al., 2018) . Although Quade and Kaplan (2017) suggest a southward shift of the SHW of~8 during stadials, their estimates are associated with Bouttes et al. (2012) . From top to bottom: FW hosing function applied to the SOc (orange, reversed axis), AMOC strength (purple), simulated CO 2,atm changes (dark grey), and variations in the total oceanic (blue) and terrestrial (green) carbon inventories. Solid and stippled lines show results from model simulations run under interglacial and glacial boundary conditions, respectively. Light grey bar highlights the duration of FW hosing in the SOc, while dark grey bars indicate the duration of AMOC suppression. In both cases, FWF in the SOc has an impact on the AMOC, and its recovery significantly lags the end of FWF. Pink dots indicate the simulated CO 2,atm change at the end of FW hosing and the associated AMOC minimum (as illustrated in Fig. 13 ). Further details are given in Table 1 , Tables S1 and S3. Note that both x-axes have the same scaling. large uncertainties (1s ¼~10 ) and remain to be confirmed.
SHW dynamics in climate models
The characteristics of the SHW under LGM boundary conditions vary widely across climate models. The intensity and position of the SHW were investigated in systematic and coordinated AOGCM simulations within the Paleoclimate Modelling Inter-comparison Project (PMIP) 2, PMIP3 and in PMIP-independent simulations (Menviel et al., 2008b; Rojas et al., 2009; Chavaillaz et al., 2013; Rojas, 2013; Sime et al., 2013 Sime et al., , 2016 Liu et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017) . Simulations indicate either no consistent changes in wind intensity (e.g., Menviel et al., 2008b; Rojas et al., 2009; Chavaillaz et al., 2013; Rojas, 2013) , a strengthening (e.g., Wyrwoll et al., 2000; OttoBliesner et al., 2006; Sime et al., 2013 Sime et al., , 2016 Kim et al., 2017) or a weakening (e.g., Kim et al., 2002; Kim and Lee, 2009 ). Most of the PMIP2 and PMIP3 simulations support a slight weakening of the LGM SHW of 10e20% (Menviel et al., 2008b; Chavaillaz et al., 2013; Rojas, 2013) , with the exception of the NCAR CCSM3 model that indicates a slight strengthening of~10% (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006) or larger (20e40%; Kim et al., 2002; Kim and Lee, 2009 ). The physical ocean model response to increased SHW intensities was reviewed by Gent (2016) , and primarily shows an increase in SOc overturning, which is dampened by invigorated mesoscale eddy activity (i.e., eddy compensation). In addition, models suggest either no significant shift in the latitudinal position (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006; Menviel et al., 2008b; Rojas et al., 2009; Chavaillaz et al., 2013; Rojas, 2013) , a poleward or an equatorward displacement of the LGM SHW zonal maximum by 2e8 (e.g., Wyrwoll et al., 2000; Sime et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017) or by 3e10 (e.g., Kim et al., 2002; Kim and Lee, 2009 ), respectively. Toggweiler et al. (2006) conjecture a tight relationship between the position of the SHW and CO 2,atm via deep convection in the SOc over past glacial cycles. Specifically, the superposition of the SHW core with the Antarctic Divergence propels Ekman-driven upwelling of CO 2 -rich sub-surface water masses, and hence CO 2 outgassing, predicting a poleward and equatorward position of the SHW during interglacials and glacials, respectively (Toggweiler and Russell, 2008) . During stadial conditions, the SHW winds were suggested to have shifted poleward in unison with the ITCZ (Anderson et al., 2009; Denton et al., 2010) . The simulation of Chiang and Bitz (2005) that mimics NAtl stadial conditions shows no major changes in the SHW position, despite a pronounced southward shift of the ITCZ, whereas other studies point indeed at a strengthening and/or southward shift of the SHW during NAtl stadial conditions (Timmermann et al., 2005 Schmittner et al., 2007b; Lee et al., 2011; Pedro et al., 2018) . Changes in the strength of the SHW in idealised stadial simulations were suggested to be large (~25%; Lee et al., 2011) , while in other cases these were considered too small (<10%) to have a significant impact on the SOc carbon cycle (Schmittner and Lund, 2015) . The results of Lee et al. (2011) were suggested to be an overestimation, because they are based on offline model simulations and unrealistically large prescribed cooling in the NAtl (Schmittner and Lund, 2015) . In their simulations, simulated sea surface cooling in the NAtl (>10 C) is much stronger than proxy records suggest (e.g., Cacho et al., 1999; Sachs and Lehman, 1999) . Indeed, the SHW wind intensity changes seen by Lee et al. (2011) are large, when considering that the effect of removing the entire Antarctic Ice Sheet causes a SHW strengthening by~25% only .
Inter-model differences regarding changes in the SHW wind intensity and -position during climate transitions may be related to the challenges simulating the SHW as a component of the Earth system. This is expressed in mismatches between the simulated and observed (i.e., present-day) seasonality and position of the SHW Rojas et al., 2009; Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012) . In addition, initial biases may curb the capacity of climate models to reliably simulate wind dynamics . Below, we discuss results from numerical model simulations of how and to what extent prescribed changes of the SHW may have influenced the past global carbon cycle.
2.3.3. Global carbon cycle response to changes in the SHW wind intensity 2.3.3.1. Overview of experimental design used in the compiled studies. We have compiled 18 model studies that have assessed the millennial-scale CO 2,atm response to changes in the SHW wind strength in 167 separate simulations (Table 1, Table S4 ). All of these studies apply interglacial, i.e., either modern or pre-industrial, boundary conditions, with the exception of Winguth et al. (1999) . The model simulations are performed with EMICs characterised by a simple and complex 3D ocean model component, as well as with OGCMs, but in some cases with highly simplified geometry ( Table 1,  Table S9 ). The exact region of adjusted wind fields may vary from a relatively narrow latitudinal band, i.e. 40 Se60 S (Menviel et al., 2008b) , to a wider one, i.e., 30 Se70 S (Winguth et al., 1999; Table 1, Tables S1 and S3 , which list all details and references of the simulations. Marinov et al., 2008a Marinov et al., , 2008b Tschumi et al., 2008; d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Lauderdale et al., 2013) . As an extreme, Schmittner et al.
(2007a) and € Odalen et al. (2018) considered a doubling and halving of the wind stress globally at the ocean-and sea ice surface. Lee et al. (2011) impose cooling in the NAtl in an AGCM to apply the resulting atmospheric wind field anomalies offline to an EMIC with a simple 3D ocean and carbon cycle model (MESMO; Table 1,  Table S9 ).
Increases of the SHW wind intensity in numerical models can be induced through various ways, for instance by adjusting the wind stress, the wind speed and/or the moisture advection velocities (Rodgers et al., 2011; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) . Changes of the SHW wind stress influence CO 2,atm levels by impacting momentum transfer and ocean circulation, whereas wind speed additionally affects CO 2,atm levels through changes in the air-sea exchange of CO 2 and heat fluxes (Rodgers et al., 2011; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) . Most studies impose changes in the zonal wind component of the SHW by scaling the wind stress by a factor f varying between 0e5 (Fig. 3d, Table S4 ), but in some cases the wind speed is also adjusted (Menviel et al., 2008b) , or both the zonal and meridional wind stress components are varied Huiskamp et al., 2015) . Some SHW wind intensity experiments are simultaneously forced with latitudinal shifts of the SHW (Lauderdale et al., 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015) , with variations of vertical diffusivity coefficients (Tschumi et al., 2008) , with different representations of mesoscale eddies (Munday et al., 2014; Lauderdale et al., 2017) and with changes in the aeolian dust fluxes (Parekh et al., 2006b ).
2.3.3.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. Increasing (decreasing) the wind intensity of the SHW in numerical model simulations leads to an increase (decrease) in modelled CO 2,atm , and is generally consistent across different model hierarchies and experimental setups (Figs. 4c,d, 14a , Table S4 ). In fact, the compiled simulations broadly follow a polynomial fit, where the rate of simulated CO 2,atm changes as function of the wind intensity scaling factor f is significantly smaller for f > 2.5, but larger for f < 0.5 (Fig. 14a) . This is reproduced by individual studies that prescribe a large range of wind intensity scaling factors under identical boundary conditions and model setups ( Fig. 14a ; Tschumi et al., 2008 Munday et al., 2014) . The 25%-to 75%-percentile range of simulated CO 2,atm change is þ11 to þ38 (À26 to À4) ppm, when all 29 (23) principal interglacial simulations forced by increased (decreased) SHW wind intensities are combined, irrespective of whether the applied wind scaling factors are realistic or not (Table 2) . Simulated CO 2,atm change for less extreme scenarios of SHW intensity change (f ¼ 0.5e2) can be approximated by a linear regression, which shows a CO 2,atm increase of 3.2 ± 1.6 ppm for each 10% SHW strengthening and a CO 2,atm decrease of À3.7 ± 1.5 ppm for each 10% SHW weakening (both statistically significant, p < 0.05; Table 2 ).
However, for a given wind intensity scaling factor f, the magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm changes differs among simulations (Fig. 14a) . For large (unrealistic) increases in the SHW wind intensity (f > 4), CO 2,atm changes by þ85 to þ95 ppm or þ45 to þ56 ppm in the MITgcm (sector configuration), depending on the treatment of mesoscale eddies, i.e., parameterising or permitting eddies, respectively (Munday et al., 2014) . Similarly, for a nearcessation of the SHW (f ¼ 0e0.05), CO 2,atm decreases by À67 Fig. 13 . Simulated changes in CO 2,atm levels compared to variations of the AMOC and AABW in numerical models forced by FW hosing in the SOc. Changes in simulated CO 2,atm changes versus (a) the background state of the AMOC (hatched area) and AABW (grey area) prior to FWF, and (b) the AMOC change (hatched area) and AABW decrease (grey area) during FWF. Symbols are identical to those used in Fig. 3 . Symbols with centered black dots highlight simulations that apply global salt compensation during FW hosing. Symbols with crosses highlight simulations, which apply non-constant FW fluxes but centered-triangular or gradually increasing FW fluxes instead. Further details and references associated with the compiled model simulations are listed in Table 1, Tables S1 and S3. to À70 ppm or À46 to À59 ppm with the MITgcm, depending on eddy representation (Munday et al., 2014) . Halving the wind intensity may lead to a relatively small CO 2,atm decrease of À3 to À5 ppm (Marinov et al., 2008b (Marinov et al., , 2008a Tschumi et al., 2008; Munday et al., 2014) or a relative large CO 2,atm decrease of À16 to À20 ppm (d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Lauderdale et al., 2013 Lauderdale et al., , 2017 Munday et al., 2014) (Fig. 14a, inset) . A 50%-increase in the SHW wind intensity raises modelled CO 2,atm relatively little by þ7 to þ11 ppm (Tschumi et al., 2008; Lauderdale et al., 2013; Munday et al., 2014) or much stronger by þ16 to þ35 ppm (Toggweiler et al., 2006; Lauderdale et al., 2013 Lauderdale et al., , 2017 Munday et al., 2014) (Fig. 14a,  inset) . A significantly larger CO 2,atm increase compared to other models with similar wind scaling factor (f ¼ 1e2) is observed in the study of Schmittner et al. (2007a) and Lee et al. (2011) , showing a CO 2,atm increase of þ85 ppm and þ58 ppm, respectively. This is because Schmittner et al. (2007a) impose increased wind stress globally at the ocean-and sea ice surface, and Lee et al. (2011) force MESMO (an EMIC) offline wind anomalies obtained with an offline AGCM; both forcings are likely unrealistically large.
Driving mechanisms.
Increasing the SHW wind strength in coupled carbon cycle-climate models leads to enhanced Ekman pumping and vertical mixing in the SOc, which causes the upwelling of CO 2 -rich sub-surface waters to the surface and increased CO 2 fluxes to the atmosphere (Winguth et al., 1999; Parekh et al., 2006b; Toggweiler et al., 2006; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Marinov et al., 2008a Marinov et al., , 2008b Menviel et al., 2008b; Tschumi et al., 2008; d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Lauderdale et al., 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015; Lauderdale et al., 2017) , and a lowering of the ocean's CO 2 solubility due to increased abyssal temperatures (Munday et al., 2014) . These changes account for a CO 2,atm increase in the models (Fig. 14a) , although they are slightly buffered by increased export production given enhanced sub-surface nutrient supply (Winguth et al., 1999; Parekh et al., 2006b; Schmittner et al., 2007a; Menviel et al., 2008b; Tschumi et al., 2008; d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011; and enhanced vegetation growth on land through CO 2 fertilisation (d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Huiskamp et al., 2015) . Some simulations suggest that a large proportion of the respired carbon released to the atmosphere originates from the mid-depth ocean (~500e2000 m), which is the depth interval on which the SHW winds exert the strongest impact (d'Orgeville et al., 2010; Munday et al., 2014; Huiskamp et al., 2015) . In many cases, Antarctic sea ice changes are not considered or a sea ice response to SHW adjustments is disabled (Toggweiler et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2011; Lauderdale et al., 2013 Lauderdale et al., , 2017 Munday et al., 2014) , therefore suppressing important processes such as wind-driven advection of sea ice or a sea ice influence on the SHW position (e.g., Morales Maqueda and Rahmstorf, 2002; Sen Gupta and England, 2006; Sime et al., 2016) . A weakening of the SHW shows opposite trends in the simulations, lowering simulated CO 2,atm (Fig. 14a) .
Changes in the SHW wind intensity were shown to scale with ocean mixing in the North Pacific and the NAtl (Toggweiler et al., 2006; Tschumi et al., 2008 , and with the formation of intermediate mode water in the SOc (Lauderdale et al., 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015) . However, for a lowering of the SHW wind stress to f¼<0.5, the AMOC transitions abruptly into a collapsed state, which leads to a proportionally stronger decrease in CO 2,atm than with active AMOC (Fig. 14a ; .
Differences in the CO 2,atm response for a given wind scaling factor may be explained by the difference in the complexity of the numerical models (especially the grid spacing) and the experimental design, as well as the representation of internal processes such as the treatment of ocean biology and mesoscale eddies. Increasing SHW intensities leads to a greater nutrient supply to the surface, which promotes biological productivity and carbon export into the deep ocean, buffering the CO 2,atm increase due to winddriven Ekman-pumping by a factor of~3 (Menviel et al., 2008b; Lee et al., 2011) . This negative feedback is absent for instance in the study of Toggweiler et al. (2006) , accounting for the larger CO 2,atm change for a similar forcing. In addition, simulations with different model grid spacing (determining the nature of eddy representation, i.e., parameterising or permitting) show that an enhanced southward eddy-induced transport (eddy compensation) dampens the CO 2,atm response, because it counteracts the impacts of enhanced Table 1, Tables S1, S4 , and S5. Proxy data-and model-derived estimates of realistic changes of the SHW wind intensity and -position during stadials are shown as vertical dashed lines: 1) a 10%-weakening (Menviel et al., 2015b; Schmittner and Lund, 2015) , 2) a 25%-strengthening (Lee et al., 2011) , and 3) a southward displacement of the westerly winds by À3 to À5 (to be considered as upper limit, Kohfeld et al., 2013) . Note that the x-axis in (b) is discontinuous. Inset in lower right corner in (a) shows CO 2,atm response for small wind scaling factors in more detail. The legend in (b) applies to both panels. SHW winds on SOc upwelling (Lauderdale et al., 2013 (Lauderdale et al., , 2017 Munday et al., 2014) . However, all simulations use a relatively coarse ocean model resolution of !1/2 that cannot be considered as eddy-resolving. In fact, the ability of current coarse-resolution models to simulate localised features that determine SOc circulation dynamics such as AABW formation and the interference of ocean currents with topography is limited (Klocker, 2018) . However, in a higher-resolution (eddy-permitting) OGCM (1/4 ), Menviel et al. (2018) simulated ocean carbon loss that led to a CO 2,atm rise of þ20 ppm within 50 model years under interglacial boundary conditions, when the SHW are shifted southward and are intensified, confirming the simulated trends in other eddy-permitting and eddy-parameterising simulations.
Our compilation suggests that the impact of SOc upwelling and increased air-sea CO 2 fluxes on CO 2,atm becomes progressively saturated in strong wind-scenarios, but amplified in weak windscenarios ( Fig. 14a; e.g., Munday et al., 2014) . To some degree, this is related to the effects of eddies that modify the sensitivity of SOc overturning to changes in wind stress through compensating meridional eddy-driven transport (i.e., eddy compensation) and 'absorption' of kinetic energy imposed by winds (i.e., eddy saturation) (e.g., Morrison and Hogg, 2013; Munday et al., 2014) . Both also modify the effects of other feedback mechanisms involved in the interplay between wind-driven Ekman pumping and concomitant CO 2,atm change (Munday et al., 2014) . Specifically, in strong windscenarios, the residence time of CO 2 -or DIC-rich water masses in the surface ocean decreases and their subduction rate becomes greater (Munday et al., 2014) . Both increasingly act to decrease the efficiency of air-sea CO 2 equilibration and the release of carbon to the atmosphere, despite strong Ekman pumping. Additionally, the vertical extent of the water column that is directly affected by increased winds (through adjustments of the pycnocline depth) becomes saturated with increasing wind intensity, which leads to a nonlinear dependency between the rate of overturning and concomitant release of respired carbon (Munday et al., 2014) . In weak wind-scenarios, the magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm drop is amplified through accelerated increases in surface water residence times and reductions in the respired carbon content of upwelling water masses (via a shoaling of pycnocline depths), hence the deep ocean becomes increasingly, but non-linearly, isolated (Munday et al., 2014) .
The representation of eddy effects (both adjustments in the eddy kinetic energy and meridional eddy transport) was shown to be crucial for SOc physics (e.g., Keeling and Visbeck, 2001; Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Farneti and Delworth, 2010; Abernathey et al., 2011; Poulsen et al., 2018) . The fact that most compiled simulations are not based on eddy-resolving ocean models and use constant thickness diffusivities (e.g., Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Gent, 2016) suggests that the simulated ocean-and carbon cycle response is likely biased. Additionally, for some simulations a sector model was used as a tradeoff for an enhanced (eddy-permitting) grid resolution (Munday et al., 2014; Lauderdale et al., 2017) , whose ocean response may be different from global ocean models. Lastly, the sea ice response to SHW changes in the simulations is highly simplified (Winguth et al., 1999; Tschumi et al., 2008 Lee et al., 2011; € Odalen et al., 2018) or even absent (Munday et al., 2014; Lauderdale et al., 2017) , which also introduces biases in simulated CO 2,atm changes.
2.3.3.4. Model-predictions of past millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes due to SHW intensity changes. The contrasting SHW wind intensity changes during simulated stadial conditions signify that from a model perspective the behaviour of the SHW during past millennial-scale climate events remains poorly understood (see discussion in section 2.3.2.). In the cases of a 10%- and 25 %-SHW wind strengthening (Lee et al., 2011) , the regression slope through all model simulations for f ¼ 1e2 suggest a CO 2,atm rise of 3 ± 2 ppm and~8 ± 4 ppm, respectively (Table 2 , Fig. 14a ). For a <10% weakening of the SHW (Menviel et al., 2008b (Menviel et al., , 2015b Schmittner and Lund, 2015) , our linear regression model for f ¼ 0.5e1 implies a CO 2,atm decrease of up to~4 ± 2 ppm (Table 2 , Fig. 14a ). These model outcomes would indicate that SHW changes alone can not be the main driver of CO 2,atm changes over millennial timescales.
2.3.4. Global carbon cycle response of changes in the latitudinal position of the SHW 2.3.4.1. Overview of experimental design used in the compiled studies. We have synthesised eight studies that have assessed the millennial-scale CO 2,atm response to changes in the position of the SHW and that have presented 184 separate simulations (Table 1,  Table S5 ). Most of these studies apply interglacial or pre-industrial boundary conditions, while two studies apply glacial or glacial-like climate background conditions (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013) . The simulations were performed with EMICs both with a simple (Bern-3D) and a complex 3D ocean component (UVic-ESCM), and an OGCM with ocean biogeochemistry (MITgcm) ( Table 1, Table S9 ). The models are forced by latitudinal shifts of the SHW in a particular latitudinal band by À18 to þ10 (Fig. 3e) , with prescribed transitions to unchanged wind fields north and south of this latitude band. V€ olker and K€ ohler (2013) shifted the position of the SHW wind belt, which also resulted in a~50% increase in the wind stress for a 10 -southward shift. Some studies consider a combination of latitudinal SHW shifts with changes in the magnitude of the SHW wind stress (Tschumi et al., 2008; Lauderdale et al., 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015) , in vertical ocean diffusivities (Tschumi et al., 2008) and in AMOC strength through FWF in the NAtl (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012 ).
2.3.4.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. Prescribing a northward (southward) shift of the SHW in coupled carbon-cycle climate models leads generally to an increase (decrease) of modelled CO 2,atm levels (Fig. 14b, Table S5 ). The response is stronger under interglacial (with a 25%-to 75%-percentile range of þ7 and þ 12 (À9 to -2) ppm, n ¼ 18 (13)) than under glacial background conditions (with a 25%-and 75%-percentile range of þ1 and þ 2 (À9 and þ7) ppm, n ¼ 2 (5); Table 2 ). Linear regressions of the interglacial model results indicate a CO 2,atm increase (decrease) of 0.9 ± 0.4 (À0.6 ± 0.4) ppm per 1 northward (southward) shift of the SHW ( Table 2 ). The number of existing simulations is insufficient to derive differences in simulated CO 2,atm changes across different model hierarchies (Fig. 4e,f) . Principal model simulations forced by large shifts of the SHW by ! 10 indicate a maximum CO 2,atm change of À15 ppm and þ16 ppm, respectively (Fig. 14b) . These simulated CO 2,atm changes due to extreme shifts in the SHW are much smaller than observed in simulations forced by extreme changes in the SHW wind intensity, which range between À70 and þ 95 ppm (Fig. 14a) .
Through sensitivity tests with step-changes in the position of the SHW, Tschumi et al. (2008) and Huiskamp et al. (2015) show that the CO 2,atm response is nearly a linear function of the magnitude of latitudinal wind shift, for both northward and southward shifted SHW (Fig. 14b) . This, however, may depend on the exact boundary conditions ( Fig. 14b ; Tschumi et al., 2008) . The simulated CO 2,atm increase in response to northward shifted SHW by Lauderdale et al. (2013 Lauderdale et al. ( , 2017 ) is consistent, yet slightly lower, than in the standard runs of Tschumi et al. (2008) . For moderately northward (southward) shifted SHW by þ5 (À5 ), the simulated CO 2,atm change in two EMICs ranges between þ9 and þ12 (À10 to À4) ppm ( Fig. 14b ; Tschumi et al., 2008; Huiskamp et al., 2015) . In contrast, d 'Orgeville et al. (2010) show a small and consistently negative CO 2,atm change (À0.5 to À2.5 ppm), despite prescribing a substantial shift of the SHW in their model by À7.2 and þ7.2 (Fig. 14b) .
In contrast to the interglacial simulations described above, OGCM simulations under glacial climate boundary conditions show an increase in CO 2,atm , i.e., by þ0.5 to þ3 ppm in the northward shifted SHW-scenarios (þ5 , þ10 ), and by þ7 to þ9 ppm in the southward shifted SHW-scenarios (À5 , À10 ) ( Fig. 14b ; V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013). Shifting the SHW southward in simulations with an EMIC run under idealised H stadial boundary conditions leads to a decrease in CO 2,atm levels by À1 to À9 ppm for a shift of À9 and by À15 ppm for an extreme shift of À18 ( Fig. 14b ; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012) , which is consistent with Tschumi et al. (2008) and Huiskamp et al. (2015) , but inconsistent with V€ olker and K€ ohler (2013).
A prescribed northward SHW shift enhances the outcrop area of deep water masses in the SOc (i.e., an increase in the width of the Antarctic Divergence Zone) and increases SOc vertical mixing, which increases the CO 2 flux from the ocean to the atmosphere, driving CO 2,atm up (Tschumi et al., 2008; Lauderdale et al., 2013 Lauderdale et al., , 2017 V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015) . These effects are buffered by increased export production due to enhanced sub-surface nutrient supply in the SOc (Tschumi et al., 2008; Lauderdale et al., 2013 Lauderdale et al., , 2017 V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013; Huiskamp et al., 2015) and an increase in terrestrial carbon storage through CO 2 fertilisation (Huiskamp et al., 2015) . It has been observed that ocean carbon is primarily lost from intermediate water levels (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Lauderdale et al., 2013) or from the Pacific Ocean through changes in NPDW formation and -ventilation (Tschumi et al., 2008; Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012; Huiskamp et al., 2015) in northward shifted SHW scenarios. Some studies note increases in Antarctic sea ice cover (V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013) and -thickness (Huiskamp et al., 2015) associated with northward shifts of the SHW, which sustains the formation of AABW (although site shifts may occur), and therefore promotes deep-ocean ventilation and the release of carbon from the ocean. Opposite trends are generally observed for southward shifted SHW, but in one study decreased export production dominates the simulated CO 2,atm signal, accounting for an CO 2,atm increase instead of a CO 2,atm drop that is observed in the other simulations (V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013) . Low-amplitude CO 2,atm changes in wind-shift scenarios were also associated with a massive carbon redistribution within the ocean, i.e., from the deepocean to the mid-depth (d'Orgeville et al., 2010) or between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (Huiskamp and Meissner, 2012) , causing only a small fraction of this carbon to be released from the ocean to the atmosphere.
The general trend of increasing (decreasing) CO 2,atm concentrations for prescribed northward (southward) shifted SHW is inconsistent with the study of Toggweiler et al. (2006) , which postulates CO 2,atm minima, when the SHW are shifted northward. Toggweiler et al. (2006) supported their concept by idealised OGCM simulations that were forced by adjustments of the SHW intensity, assuming that latitudinal shifts and changes in the SHW intensity have equivalent impacts on SOc carbon cycling. Timmermann et al. (2014) suggested a strong dependence of the SHW wind intensity on obliquity-driven changes in meridional temperature gradients, and therefore predict a strengthening prior to the LGM and weakening of the westerlies during the last deglaciation, which is inconsistent with the proposals of Toggweiler et al. (2006), Anderson et al. (2009) and Denton et al. (2010) . None of the simulations compiled here show a CO 2,atm increase for poleward shifted SHW, as suggested by Toggweiler et al. (2006) , except the study of V€ olker and K€ ohler (2013), which is the only study applying full glacial conditions. The simulations suggest an increase in CO 2,atm levels by up to þ10 ppm for southward shifted SHW, but due to different processes than those postulated by Toggweiler et al. (2006) . Our model compilation also highlights that the assumptions made by Toggweiler et al. (2006) of equivalent effects of SHW wind shifts and -intensity changes on CO 2,atm do not hold.
2.3.4.4. Model-predictions of past millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes due to SHW shifts. Proxy-data compilations suggest a northward displacement of up to þ5 of the SOc westerlies during the LGM with respect to modern Shulmeister et al., 2004) . Considering this estimate as an upper bound for the southward displacement of the SHW during NAtl stadials, our regression model of all interglacial simulations compiled in this review predict a CO 2,atm decrease of 3 ± 2 ppm, which contrasts with a generally positive trend of observed CO 2,atm change during these time intervals. This estimate may be flawed, because the impact of latitudinal SHW shifts may be different under glacial boundary conditions and in numerical models with improved representation of wind-and mesoscale eddy dynamics. Indeed, Timmermann et al. (2010) found differences in the dynamics of atmospheric teleconnections during millennial-scale climate perturbations under different climate background conditions. The only full-glacial simulation in our compilation suggests that southward shifts of the SHW have likely contributed to observed CO 2,atm increases during stadials by up to þ7 ppm (V€ olker and K€ ohler, 2013). However, transient effects of SHW wind shifts on CO 2,atm might be very different from the equilibrium simulations compiled here, which remains to be addressed.
It is also unknown how combined changes of the intensity and position of the SHW might have affected CO 2,atm levels. SHW wind intensity changes were suggested to dominate the net CO 2,atm change through their control on SOc vertical mixing and air-sea CO 2 fluxes (Lauderdale et al., 2013 (Lauderdale et al., , 2017 . Huiskamp et al. (2015) modelled that the CO 2,atm response to combined changes in SHW intensity and -position is primarily determined by the direction of SHW shift, because their prescribed wind intensity change was much weaker (±20%) than applied in Lauderdale et al. (2013 Lauderdale et al. ( , 2017 (±50%), and hence the overall CO 2,atm change is overwhelmed by the effects of SHW shifts. In contrast, Tschumi et al. (2008) found the simulated CO 2,atm response in simulations to be essentially the superposition of the responses induced by the wind scaling and the shift separately. Accurate model-based predictions of the magnitude of CO 2,atm variations therefore rely on an improved understanding of past changes of the SHW 'geometry' over millennial timescales, and a faithful representation of SHW dynamics in numerical models (both of which to date remain incomplete).
Antarctic sea ice
2.4.1. Proxy data constraints on past Antarctic sea ice changes Sea ice can have an impact on CO 2,atm levels by impeding air-sea gas exchange (e.g., Takahashi et al., 2009) , and modulating biological nutrient utilisation and export production through light limitation (e.g., Oka et al., 2011; Buchanan et al., 2016) , but also by supplying nutrients during sea ice melt (e.g., Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997) . Moreover, sea ice affects the hydrography and circulation dynamics of the SOc through surface ocean buoyancy forcing and brine rejection (e.g., Iudicone et al., 2008; Abernathey et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016) .
Reconstructions of the past extent and seasonality of Antarctic sea ice are based on micro-palaeontological (e.g., diatom assemblages) or lithological proxies (e.g., IRD) (e.g., Armand et al., 2017) . A first assessment of the Antarctic sea ice extent during the LGM suggested an expanded sea ice edge during summer and winter (CLIMAP project members, 1981) . More recent compilations showed that winter sea ice expanded northward by 5e8 in latitude during the LGM (to~45 S in the Atlantic and~55 e62 S in the Indo-Pacific), while summer sea ice in the SOc may have expanded northward to the present-day winter sea ice edge (Gersonde and Zielinski, 2000) or may have remained unchanged (Crosta et al., 1998) . Both observations would, however, be consistent with a greater seasonality of the Antarctic sea ice during the LGM compared to present-day. Abelmann et al. (2015) suggested that this increase in seasonality during the LGM was associated with distinct seasonal carbon-and opal export regimes that caused efficient CO 2,atm drawdown. Spatially sparse marine proxy evidence is corroborated by sea ice-derived sea salt aerosol levels in Antarctic ice cores that suggest Antarctic-wide expansion of winter sea ice coverage and a significant increase in summer sea ice extent in the Atlantic sector of the SOc, despite caveats associated with a quantitative assessment due to variable rates of aerosol depletion depending on transport time (Wolff et al., 2006; Fischer et al., 2007a) . Given the challenges of spatial analyses, little is known on the dynamics of Antarctic sea ice during millennial-scale climate events, despite some indications for winter-sea ice expansion and -retreat during intervals of millennial-scale Antarctic cooling (Bianchi and Gersonde, 2004; Ferry et al., 2015) and -warming (Shemesh et al., 2002; Fischer et al., 2007a; Collins et al., 2012) , respectively.
Antarctic sea ice dynamics in climate models
Simulating sea ice processes is challenging, because sea ice depends on robust representations of ocean-and atmospheric temperatures, ocean currents and wind stress (e.g., Loose et al., 2014) . Simulated changes in global sea ice thickness or -extent during the last decades are often inconsistent with observations (e.g., Shu et al., 2015) . Similarly, although all PMIP climate models simulate an increase in Antarctic sea ice extent during the LGM, they suggest a different seasonality and extent of glacial Antarctic sea ice (e.g., Roche et al., 2012; Sime et al., 2016) . They also show systematic differences in sea ice-related changes in surface ocean buoyancy forcing, SOc density stratification and vertical mixing (Marzocchi and Jansen, 2017) . Initial biases in sea ice model components with respect to present-day sea ice characteristics propagate into simulated past climates (e.g., Roche et al., 2012) . These biases may be associated with insufficiently represented sea ice physics and heat fluxes in the upper ocean as well as biases in ocean currents, and the position and vigour of the SHW .
Sea ice can be coupled to the ocean and atmosphere through thermodynamic (i.e., heat exchange with ocean and atmosphere) and/or dynamical processes (e.g., through wind stress and ocean currents) (e.g., Hunke et al., 2010) . Not all characteristics of complex sea ice dynamics are represented in the numerical models analysed here (Table S9 ). For instance, the role of sea ice in ocean biogeochemical cycles and winds (Sime et al., 2016) , and the release and fate of brines during the formation of sea ice are insufficiently represented. In some cases very simple parameterisations are applied (e.g., Bouttes et al., 2010) . Below, we elaborate on the role of Antarctic sea ice in marine carbon cycling and in CO 2,atm changes as presented by numerical model simulations.
2.4.3. Global carbon cycle response to changes in Antarctic sea ice 2.4.3.1. Overview of experimental design used in the compiled studies. The role of sea ice in CO 2,atm changes has been assessed in nine studies (Table 1; Table S6 ). A total of 148 separate simulations were performed with box models, EMICs and GCMs, mostly run under interglacial climate boundary conditions (Table S6) . The forcing applied to induce changes in sea ice cover varies widely among the models. Most studies consider changes in the fractional sea ice cover and the position of the SOc sea ice edge through variations of air-sea gas exchange in the southern high latitudes (Fig. 3f,g ; Stephens and Keeling, 2000; Archer et al., 2003; Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2007; Tschumi et al., 2008) . Changes in sea ice cover are also implemented in models through variations of the sea ice albedo (Sun and Matsumoto, 2010) and the sinking of brines associated with sea ice formation (Bouttes et al., 2010 (Bouttes et al., , 2011 . Accordingly, different metrics form the basis of the analyses of the model output (e.g., fractional or global sea ice cover, location of sea ice edge), which complicate an inter-model comparison (Fig. 15 , Table S6 ). The simulations of Bouttes et al. (2010 Bouttes et al. ( , 2011 and Chikamoto et al. (2012a) are the only simulations run under glacial climate boundary conditions. 2.4.3.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. Prescribing and mimicking annually integrated Antarctic sea ice expansion (retreat) in numerical models (through adjustments of air-sea gas exchange, sea ice albedo or brine formation) leads generally to a decrease (increase) in simulated CO 2,atm levels e the magnitude of which strongly dependents on the model type (Figs. 4g,h, 15; Archer et al., 2003) . A combination of all 70 (15) model simulations, irrespective of the model complexity and experimental setup, indicates a 25%-to 75%-percentile range of À15 to 0 (À47 to À20) ppm under interglacial (glacial) climate background conditions of simulated CO 2,atm change for more expanded Antarctic sea ice, respectively ( Table 2, Table S6 ). For comparison, when Antarctic sea ice cover is forced to decline under interglacial climate boundary conditions, the 25%-to 75%-percentile range of CO 2,atm change is slightly positive (þ3 to þ5 ppm; n ¼ 7). A glacial simulation testing the impact of reduced Antarctic sea ice cover on CO 2,atm levels shows a similar trend, namely a 4 ppm-CO 2,atm increase (Chikamoto et al., 2012a) .
In box models, expansion of Antarctic sea ice (i.e., impediment of air-sea gas exchange in the SOc box) leads to a decrease in CO 2,atm , the magnitude of which depends on the amplitude of the suppression of air-sea gas fluxes (Fig. 15) . By prescribing year-round reduction of air-sea gas exchange, and hence perennial sea ice cover, in the SOc south of~55 S, the simulated CO 2,atm is reduced by À33 to À71 ppm (Stephens and Keeling, 2000; Archer et al., 2003, Fig. 15a ). The result of Stephens and Keeling (2000) is qualitatively supported by a simulation of Sun and Matsumoto (2010) , who show a 41 ppm-decrease in CO 2,atm for a doubling in global fractional sea ice cover (invoked through sea ice albedo adjustments; Fig. 15b ). Simulations with a more complex coupled sea ice-upper ocean model performed by Morales Maqueda and Rahmstorf (2002) support a contribution of sea ice changes to glacial CO 2,atm minima by up to À56 ppm only. In simulations with expansive and perennial sea ice cover in some lower-sensitivity box models, a similar CO 2,atm decline but with a much smaller amplitude of À1 to À7 ppm is observed (Archer et al., 2003) . In contrast, various EMICs show a CO 2,atm change of À4 to þ3 ppm for the same forcing ( Fig. 15a ; Archer et al., 2003) , which is in stark contrast with Stephens and Keeling (2000) and the lower-sensitivity box model results of Archer et al. (2003) . GCM simulations, however, indicate a rise of CO 2,atm by þ1 to þ26 ppm for more compact and expanded sea ice cover in the SOc imposed through modification of air-sea gas exchange and/or the rate of export production ( Fig. 15a ; Archer et al., 2003; Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2007) .
The simulated CO 2,atm results of Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2007) and Sun and Matsumoto (2010) are comparable on the basis of the reported position of the Antarctic sea ice edge, although both apply fundamentally different forcing mechanisms through adjustments of gas exchange rates and export production as well as the sea ice albedo, respectively. Their results appear mutually exclusive ( Fig. 15c) : while a northward shifting SOc sea ice edge is associated with a CO 2,atm increase in Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2007) , it is linked with a CO 2,atm drop in Sun and Matsumoto (2010) . Similarly, opposite trends between these two studies are observed for a southward shifting Antarctic sea ice edge.
2.4.3.3. Driving mechanisms. Based on box model simulations, highly-idealised sea ice-driven changes in air-sea gas exchange were suggested to have drawn down CO 2,atm significantly at the LGM (Stephens and Keeling, 2000) . Prescribing year-round reductions in air-sea gas exchange in the SOc very likely leads to an unrealistic capping-off of the SOc and the deep ocean from the atmosphere, as summer sea ice expansion northward was shown to be limited (Crosta et al., 1998; Gersonde and Zielinski, 2000) , and may hence lead to overestimations of the sea ice impact on CO 2,atm levels on both glacial-interglacial and millennial timescales. However, similar trends are observed in a more complex and fully coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice GCM with a seasonal representation of sea ice dynamics (Ferreira et al., 2018) . Stephens and Keeling (2000) justify their prescribed changes by implying yearround Antarctic sea-ice cover, or wintertime coverage combined with sea ice melting-induced stratification during summer. Their prescribed forcing leads to reduced air-sea gas equilibration and reduced ventilation of the deep ocean, leading to increased ocean carbon storage, and a large decrease in CO 2,atm of up to À71 ppm, equivalent to the impact of SOc stratification postulated by Toggweiler (1999) . These findings were suggested to overestimate the role of sea ice in glacial-interglacial CO 2,atm variations, based on simulations with a sea ice-upper ocean model with more realistic representations of the dissipation and deformation of sea ice by winds and a seasonal sea ice cycle (Morales Maqueda and Rahmstorf, 2002) . These simulations show a larger ice free region under glacial conditions, and hence suggest a weaker contribution of sea ice to glacial CO 2,atm minima (Morales Maqueda and Rahmstorf, 2002) .
A significant challenge to the large effect of sea ice on CO 2,atm is posited by the studies of Archer et al. (2003) and Broecker and Peng (1986) , who used the same experimental setup as in Stephens and Keeling (2000) but applied various model hierarchies. Archer et al. (2003) suggest an overrepresentation of high-latitude processes in the box model of Stephens and Keeling (2000) , which in turn also implies the lack of important feedback mechanism such as windsea ice feedbacks, light limitation of ocean productivity, compensating effects from low-latitude export production and ocean CO 2 solubility variations. In other simulations with more complex OGCMs and an EMIC with more realistic biogeochemistry-and sea ice components, it was shown that the effects of sea ice on reducing air-sea gas exchange (tending to decrease CO 2,atm ) and inhibiting biological production (tending to increase CO 2,atm ) largely cancel each other out (Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2007; Sun and Matsumoto, 2010; Chikamoto et al., 2012a) . In fact, the bulk of CO 2,atm change in the study of Sun and Matsumoto (2010) results from an increase in CO 2 solubility due to colder temperatures in sea ice-covered areas rather than inhibition of air-sea gas exchange. Ridgwell (2001) pointed out that increased Antarctic sea ice cover leads to reduced export production in the SOc but through advection of nutrients through the thermocline this is compensated via increased equatorial export production (having only a small net effect on simulated CO 2,atm levels). This feedback was not considered in Stephens and Keeling (2000) due to the lack of an equatorial surface box in their model. Therefore, most of the disparate CO 2,atm response across model hierarchies comes down to the different processes considered and the reliability with which they are represented. This leaves the role of sea ice in millennial-or orbitalscale CO 2,atm changes from a model-standpoint insufficiently constrained.
A different approach to test the effect of sea ice on CO 2,atm was (Sun and Matsumoto, 2010) in (b) are also shown in (c). Numbers refer to Table 1, Tables S1 and S6 , which list details and references of the individual simulations. The legend in (c) applies to all panels.
chosen by Bouttes et al. (2010 Bouttes et al. ( , 2011 , who in glacial simulations with CLIMBER-2 successively increased the amount of brines associated with sea ice formation, focusing on the impact of sea ice on density stratification of the ocean interior. This experimental setup is highly idealised, because carbon and salt are directly transferred from the surface to the deep ocean in the simple ocean component of CLIMBER-2. Prescribing a larger fraction of sea ice brines that reaches the deep ocean enhances the salinity and isolation of the deep ocean, and promotes a stronger density stratification of the water column (vertical ocean diffusivities remain, however, unaffected), which causes a drop in CO 2,atm by up to 50 ppm (Bouttes et al., 2010 (Bouttes et al., , 2011 . This is supported by model simulations that have indicated a significant impact of sea-ice related changes in the density structure of the SOc, and hence in deep-ocean carbon storage, on glacial-interglacial CO 2,atm change (Gildor and Tziperman, 2001; Gildor et al., 2002; Paillard and Parrenin, 2004; Jansen, 2017) . However, prescribed salinification of deep waters in the SOc in OGCM simulations of Kobayashi et al. (2015) leads to stronger AABW overturning, driving CO 2,atm up by þ5 ppm. This is largely due to a decline of the residence time of deep-waters, in contrast to the findings of Bouttes et al. (2011) . As brine rejection below sea ice and the dynamics of AABW formation are sub-gridscale phenomena and are not sufficiently represented in numerical models, the impact of sea ice dynamics and associated brines on millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes remains an important aspect that needs to be further tested in coupled carbon cycleclimate models.
2.5. Aeolian dust supply to the ocean 2.5.1. Proxy data constraints on past changes in aeolian dust supply to the ocean Air-borne dust influences the Earth's radiative budget (Ridgwell and Watson, 2002; Jickells et al., 2005; Maher et al., 2010) , for instance through scattering and absorbing solar radiation (e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Miller et al., 2004) and influencing cloud formation, with consequences for the albedo and the hydrological cycle (e.g., Mahowald and Kiehl, 2003; Spracklen et al., 2008) . In addition, the supply of dust, in particular to high-nutrient lowchlorophyll (HNLC) regions such as the SOc, has been shown to affect marine biogeochemical cycles, and hence CO 2,atm levels (Ridgwell and Watson, 2002; Jickells et al., 2005; Martínez-García et al., 2014; Tagliabue et al., 2017) , for instance through i) a control on export production and nutrient utilisation (e.g., Martin et al., 1990; de Baar et al., 1995; Cassar et al., 2007) , ii) the fixation of nitrogen and the availability of nitrate at the surface ocean (e.g., Falkowski, 1997; Tagliabue et al., 2008) , iii) changes in ecosystem stoichiometries (e.g., Hutchins and Bruland, 1998; Pichevin et al., 2014; Person et al., 2018) , and iv) variations in community structures (e.g., Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994; Bopp et al., 2003) . Dust supply in the SOc may therefore also impact on low-latitude export production through determining the nutrient content and -composition, in particular the silicic acid concentration, of waters exported to equatorial regions (a process known as silicic acid leakage; Brzezinski et al., 2002; Matsumoto et al., 2002) . On the other hand, climate itself modulates the availability (through aridity and vegetation cover), mobilisation (through windiness and gustiness) and deposition (through precipitation) of dust and iron in the global ocean (Mahowald et al., 1999 (Mahowald et al., , 2006 Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Ridgwell, 2003; Fischer et al., 2007b; Shoenfelt et al., 2018) . In addition to aeolian dust, other sources of iron to the surface ocean include upwelling of sub-surface waters (de Baar et al., 1995; Latimer and Filippelli, 2001; Blain et al., 2007; Tagliabue et al., 2014b) , iceberg-and sea ice melting (e.g., Sedwick and DiTullio, 1997; Raiswell et al., 2008; Raiswell and Canfield, 2012) , glacial outwash sediments (Sugden et al., 2009) , and hydrothermal plumes at ocean ridges (e.g., Tagliabue et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2013 ). Furthermore, lowered sea level may significantly reduce the supply of sedimentary iron from shelf areas to the ocean, partially compensating the effects of increased aeolian dust fluxes (Muglia et al., 2017) . Changes in iron sources and their output may have a significant impact on the marine carbon cycle (Tagliabue et al., 2014a (Tagliabue et al., , 2017 , but their relative contributions to the dissolved iron inventory of the ocean remain unknown.
During the LGM, dust fluxes are estimated to have been up to 2 to 5 times higher globally (e.g., Rea, 1994; Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Maher et al., 2010; Lambert et al., 2015; Kienast et al., 2016) . Glacial dust fluxes to Antarctica were found to have increased 20e30 fold (e.g., Lambert et al., 2008 Lambert et al., , 2013 . However, these estimates cannot directly be translated into past atmospheric dust load changes due to temporally changing dust transport-and deposition schemes (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007a; Markle et al., 2018) . Nonetheless, Winckler et al. (2008) showed a tight correspondence between dust fluxes in the Equatorial Pacific with those in Antarctica, indicating that climate-related changes in dust flux may have changed globally. During millennial-scale climate events, the supply of Fe-bearing dust to the SOc has varied substantially (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007a; Lambert et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2014; Martínez-García et al., 2014) . Dust flux estimates in the South Atlantic show that changes likely did not exceed a factor of four Martínez-García et al., 2014) . Changes in aeolian dust supply during millennial-scale climate variability are thought to have altered the nutrient utilisation efficiency and export production patterns in the SOc, and hence influenced CO 2,atm concentrations via their leverage on the efficiency of the biological carbon pump of the ocean (Ziegler et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2014; Martínez-García et al., 2014; Gottschalk et al., 2016; Jaccard et al., 2016 ).
Variations in aeolian dust fluxes in climate models
Early numerical models have addressed the influence of iron on the ocean carbon cycle, and hence CO 2,atm through simple parameterisations only (given the lack of an implementation of the ocean iron cycle in these models), for instance by prescribing changes in surface ocean nutrient concentration/utilisation in order to mimic dust-driven iron fertilisation of marine phytoplankton (Joos et al., 1991; Peng and Broecker, 1991; Sarmiento and Orr, 1991; Kurz and Maier-Reimer, 1993) . These early simple models were designed to quantify the extreme upper-limit impact of iron fertilisation, and yield an upper limit of the simulated drop in CO 2,atm between À34 and À59 ppm (Joos et al., 1991; Peng and Broecker, 1991; Kurz and Maier-Reimer, 1993) .
The complexity of the Fe cycle realisation varies among the models compiled here, but all simulate Fe cycle dynamics explicitly. They consider the iron input into the ocean via dust (e.g., Watson et al., 2000) or additional non-aeolian sources (e.g., Parekh et al., 2008; Tagliabue et al., 2014a) , particle remineralisation in the ocean, as well as variations in the solubility, bioavailability (e.g, ligand concentration), scavenging, and photosynthetic uptake of Fe in the ocean; the latter is parameterised as function of light, as well as nutrient-and iron concentrations, with a preset or variable molar Fe:C ratio (Parekh et al., 2006b Oka et al., 2011) . Numerical models within the Iron Model Inter-comparison Project FeMIP show large differences in the residence time of Fe in the ocean (by two orders of magnitude), in the relative fractions of aeolian and non-aeolian dust sources, and in the distribution of dissolved iron in the ocean that mismatch with observations (Lambert et al., 2015; . Improving the representation of the iron cycle in models, for instance through prognostic modelling of ligands (V€ olker and Tagliabue, 2015) , incorporating iron speciation (Tagliabue and V€ olker, 2011) , and accounting for other non-aeolian iron sources to the ocean (Tagliabue et al., 2009a) , as well as gaining more insights into the ocean's iron cycle and biogeochemisty from field experiments (e.g., Boyd et al., 2007) will help furthering our understanding of the role of dust on the global carbon cycle.
Numerous model simulations were performed to understand the dynamics of aeolian dust during the LGM (e.g., Mahowald et al., 1999 Mahowald et al., , 2006 Valdes, 2001, 2002; Werner et al., 2002; Takemura et al., 2009; Albani et al., 2016) , but there is a paucity of simulations assessing the spatial variability of aeolian dust supply on millennial timescales . Through accounting for changes in dust mobilisation, -transport and -deposition, Mahowald et al. (1999) showed that globally the LGM atmosphere experienced 2.5 times higher dust loading than at present-day, due to more vigorous winds, a weaker hydrological cycle, a decline in terrestrial vegetation and expanded regional dust sources. In contrast, Lunt and Valdes (2002) suggested a 1.5 times stronger dust loading in the LGM atmosphere compared to present-day, and a weaker contribution from North African sources to LGM dust fluxes as compared to the study of Mahowald et al. (1999) . By including glaciogenic sources of dust and CO 2 fertilisation changes of land vegetation, Mahowald et al. (2006) simulated a 3.3-times increase in global atmospheric dust fluxes during the LGM compared to modern.
There is an incomplete understanding of dust flux changes during millennial-scale climate events as the number of existing simulations is low (e.g., transient simulations of Parekh et al. (2008) ). Numerical models are often forced by (independently) simulated global LGM dust fluxes to assess the role of changes in aeolian dust supply in CO 2,atm variations. However, differences in simulated LGM dust dynamics translate into different dust loading maps used to force numerical models. For instance, dust loadings applied to the LGM surface ocean were based on Mahowald et al. (1999) in some coupled carbon cycle-climate simulations (Bopp et al., 2003; Parekh et al., 2006b ), on Mahowald et al. (2006) in others (Tagliabue et al., 2009b; Menviel et al., 2012 ) and on Takemura et al. (2009 ) in Oka et al. (2011 . Related to the application of these different baseline dust loading maps, different global or SOc dust scaling factors (f global or f SOc , respectively) are considered to represent the LGM with reference to modern, for instance f global ¼ 1.75 (Bopp et al., 2003) , f global ¼ 2 (Lef evre and Watson and Lef evre, 1999) , f global ¼ 5.5 (Parekh et al., 2006a (Parekh et al., , 2006b , or f SOc ¼ 20 (Lef evre and Oka et al., 2011) . The dust loading factor f indicates the mean magnitude of prescribed dust flux changes to the ocean with reference to modern dust fluxes. Here, we analyse these model simulations with the motivation of identifying the possible maximum influence of aeolian dust flux variations on millennial-scale CO 2,atm variability.
2.5.3. Global carbon cycle response to changes in aeolian dust transport 2.5.3.1. Overview of experimental design used in the compiled studies. We have assessed the simulated CO 2,atm response to changes in the supply of aeolian dust to the ocean in 14 studies (Table 1; Tables S6 and S7 ), which present 101 separate model simulations performed with box models (Lef evre and Watson and Lef evre, 1999; Watson et al., 2000; Ridgwell, 2003) , EMICs Bouttes et al., 2011; Watson et al., 2015) , OGCMs with ocean biogeochemistry (Parekh et al., 2006a (Parekh et al., , 2006b , OBGMs (Bopp et al., 2003; Tagliabue et al., 2009b Tagliabue et al., , 2014a Lambert et al., 2015) and an ESM (Oka et al., 2011) . Most of the simulations were run under pre-industrial/modern climate boundary conditions, while few studies also apply glacial climate boundary conditions (Lef evre and Bopp et al., 2003) . The experimental setup is very similar in most studies: dust fluxes to the surface of the global ocean or to specific ocean regions (e.g., SOc) are increased (Fig. 3h) , with assumptions made on the Fe content of aeolian dust (3.5%), the solubility of Fe in the ocean (which ranges between 0.5% and 10% in the compiled simulations) and the character of the molar Fe:C ratio (constant or variable as function of Fe concentrations, and/or the light availability). The ligand concentration and -strength are additionally varied (Parekh et al., 2006b Tagliabue et al., 2014a) . Some studies impose the degree of nutrient utilisation efficiency in the surface ocean (rather than simulating Fe cycling directly) to mimic varying aeolian supply of iron to the surface ocean (Bouttes et al., 2011; Watson et al., 2015) .
2.5.3.2. Simulated CO 2,atm changes. Simulations forced with increased dust fluxes to the global ocean combined show a decrease in CO 2,atm with a 25%-to 75%-percentile range of À43 to À19 ppm and À29 to À16 ppm, when performed under interglacial (n ¼ 36) and glacial boundary conditions (n ¼ 5), respectively (Fig. 16 ). The magnitude of this CO 2,atm decrease is proportional to the dust loading factor f global ( Fig. 16 ; Lef evre and Watson and Lef evre, 1999; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b , with a maximum CO 2,atm decrease of À50 ppm for f global ¼ 10 ( Fig. 16 ; Lef evre and Watson and Lef evre, 1999) . However, there is a marked difference in the magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm drop between box models and OGCMs/ESMs (Fig. 4i,j) . Linear regression of all box model simulations for f global ¼ 1e2 suggests a À17 ± 11 ppm change in CO 2,atm per doubling of global dust fluxes (Lef evre and excluding Ridgwell, 2003) , whereas for all OGCM and ESM simulations it suggests a À8±7 ppm change in CO 2,atm only (Table 2) . Decreased dust fluxes to the global ocean, i.e., f global ¼ 0e0.5, lead to a substantial increase in CO 2,atm by up to þ181 ppm, when dust fluxes are set to zero ( Fig. 16 ; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b ), but show only a small increase of þ2 ppm in Tagliabue et al. (2014a) . In simulations forced with increased dust fluxes to the SOc, the CO 2,atm decrease is limited to À10 ppm . This contrasts with the box model simulations of Watson et al. (2000) that show a 40 ppm CO 2,atm decrease for f SOc ¼ 25 (Fig. 16) . The 25% to 75%-percentile range of all SOc simulations is À2.5 to À10 ppm (n ¼ 12). Nonetheless, simulated CO 2,atm levels decrease as function of f global and f SOc , when both are larger than 1. Both CO 2,atm records show asymptotic behaviour, which is more evident in the simulations that prescribe changes in SOc dust fluxes (Fig. 16) .
Our model compilation shows that there are large differences in the modelled CO 2,atm response of up to~20 ppm for f global ¼ 1.5e2 (Fig. 16a, inset) . While the MITgcm (with ocean biogeochemistry and Fe cycle incorporated) shows a small CO 2,atm decline for this f global range (DCO 2,atm ¼ À2 to À4 ppm; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b , the 10-box model PANDORA, the 14-box model of Ridgwell (2003) , OBGMs and an ESM indicate a larger CO 2,atm decline of À9 to À40 ppm ( Fig. 16 ; Lef evre and Bopp et al., 2003; Ridgwell, 2003; Tagliabue et al., 2009b; Oka et al., 2011) . Given the low number of simulations run under glacial climate boundary conditions (Fig. 16) , differences in the CO 2,atm response to aeolian dust fluxes between interglacial and glacial climate cannot be determined.
Sensitivity studies have assessed the impact of dust-driven changes in the Fe:C ratio of exported organic matter on CO 2,atm , and show negligible impact on simulated CO 2,atm compared to simulations with fixed Fe:C ratios (Lef evre and Watson, 1999; Watson and Lef evre, 1999; Table S7 ). In contrast, an increased ligand concentration in the ocean leads to an increased CO 2,atm drawdown by a factor of~3, when dust fluxes are enhanced (Parekh et al., 2006a (Parekh et al., , 2006b Tagliabue et al., 2014a;  Table S7 ).
Increasing dust loadings in the surface ocean in regions outside the SOc, including the Equatorial or North Pacific, leads to a small CO 2,atm decrease only (DCO 2,atm < À4 ppm; Oka et al., 2011; Parekh et al., 2008) , which is significantly smaller than the CO 2,atm drop associated with dust fluxes in the SOc (Fig. 16) . The only exception to this observation is the À12 ppm drop in CO 2,atm resulting from enhanced dust fluxes in the entire Pacific Ocean (Oka et al., 2011 ; Table S7 ).
2.5.3.3. Driving mechanisms. The simulated CO 2,atm decrease resulting from increased aeolian dust fluxes to the global and SOc is caused by iron fertilisation of marine biota, and hence both a stronger and more efficient biological carbon pump (Watson et al., 2000 (Watson et al., , 2015 Bopp et al., 2003; Ridgwell, 2003; Parekh et al., 2008; Tagliabue et al., 2009b; Bouttes et al., 2011) . Other processes by which CO 2,atm was suggested to decrease owing to increased iron fluxes include an ecosystem shift towards more siliceous phytoplankton (or in fact, a different species composition), changes in the abundance of silicifying organisms, a change of the CaCO 3 :C org rain ratio and an increase in surface ocean alkalinity (Bopp et al., 2003; Tagliabue et al., 2014a) . The simulated CO 2,atm range in the compiled studies is consistent with transient simulations of past glacial cycles that support both the lower (DCO 2,atm ¼ À10 ppm; Menviel et al., 2012) and upper end of this range (DCO 2,atm ¼ À22 to À52 ppm; Ridgwell, 2001 Ridgwell, , 2003 Brovkin et al., 2012; Ganopolski and Brovkin, 2017) . The inter-model difference may partly be related to how ligands are treated in the ocean biogeochemistry model component (Ridgwell, 2003) , whether non-aeolian dust sources to the surface ocean are considered (Tagliabue et al., 2014a; Lambert et al., 2015) and how complex the ecosystem model is (Table S9 ). In some simulations, dust-driven changes in export production in the SOc lead to a reduced nutrient supply to the equatorial region, lowering export production, and therefore causing a small net CO 2,atm change only (Tagliabue et al., 2009b; Lambert et al., 2015) . The simulated asymptotic CO 2,atm change as function of aeolian dust fluxes can be explained by negative feedbacks and other limiting factors of ocean productivity, particularly in the SOc, that are not alleviated by the addition of iron, such as sea ice cover, light, and the availability of other nutrients (Watson et al., 2000; Ridgwell and Watson, 2002; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b .
The insensitivity of CO 2,atm to aeolian dust fluxes to the Atlantic (Oka et al., 2011) or distinct regions of the Pacific Ocean can be explained by the absence of iron limitation of ocean biota in these simulations. Most of the CO 2,atm change in these simulations is primarily driven through downstream effects on SOc export production, but it is minor because most of the dissolved iron is scavenged onto sinking particles during the transit to the SOc, which substantially lowers its bioavailability Oka et al., 2011; Tagliabue and Resing, 2016) . However, ocean current transport of iron was shown to be non-negligible in other simulations Lambert et al., 2015) . The significant impact of aeolian dust supply to the entire Pacific Ocean on CO 2,atm levels modelled by Oka et al. (2011) shows that in these simulations large areas of the Pacific are iron-limited HNLC regions, with higher modern surface phosphate concentrations than measured. Another reason why this is not observed in other studies may be the underestimation of dust fluxes in some simulated global dust loading maps (Lambert et al., 2015) , which are used to force numerical models.
Additional sources of iron to the surface ocean such as from sediments, upwelling of sub-surface waters or hydrothermal vents reduce the sensitivity of CO 2,atm to changes in aeolian iron fertilisation (Peng and Broecker, 1991 ; Lef evre and Watson, 1999; Table 1, Tables S1 and S7 , which list further information and references of the individual simulations. Vertical dashed lines show proxy data-and model-based estimates of realistic changes of dust fluxes in the past: 1) a doubling of global ocean dust fluxes at the LGM, i.e., f global ¼ 2 (e.g., Mahowald et al., 1999; Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Kienast et al., 2016) , and 2) a fourfold increase of dust fluxes to the SOc, i.e., f SOc ¼ 4 Martínez-García et al., 2014) . These may, given the absence of better estimates, serve as indication for the maximum influence of aeolian dust fluxes to the ocean on CO 2,atm during millennial-scale climate variability. The legend in (b) applies to both panels. Watson and Lef evre, 1999; Tagliabue et al., 2014a) . In models that do not resolve different iron sources, decreases in dust fluxes show a rapid increase in CO 2,atm levels proportional to the forcing, because the global ocean biota becomes severely iron limited (Archer and Johnson, 2000; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b ). In models that resolve non-aeolian iron sources in the ocean, the CO 2,atm increase due to the absence of aeolian dust fluxes is marginal (DCO 2,atm ¼ þ2 ppm), because marine biota utilise iron from other sources (Tagliabue et al., 2014a) .
A CO 2,atm drop as a result of increased aeolian dust fluxes to the ocean is amplified through an increase in ligand concentrations (Parekh et al., 2006b Tagliabue et al., 2014a) , which enhances the bioavailability of iron through organic complexation (Rue and Bruland, 1995; Gledhill and Buck, 2012) . In simulations with a doubling and tripling of ligand concentrations in the global ocean and SOc, respectively, the observed CO 2,atm decrease is enhanced by a factor of three (Parekh et al., 2006b . Field experiments show an increase in ligand concentrations with higher ocean iron concentrations (e.g., Rue and Bruland, 1997) , providing a potential positive feedback mechanism for CO 2,atm drawdown through aeolian dust supply. However, ligand concentrations, -types, and their modes of formation are poorly documented, and are generally not prognostically simulated (Ridgwell, 2003; V€ olker and Tagliabue, 2015) . Along with uncertainties regarding the spatial and temporal variability of iron solubility in the ocean , ligands therefore remain a major uncertainty in estimating the role of aeolian dust supply on the global carbon cycle. Furthermore, lithogenic material deposits not only dust and iron in the ocean, it also acts as scavenging surface for dissolved iron in seawater (e.g., Wagener et al., 2010) . Considering these two opposing roles of dust particles as iron source and sink in biogeochemical models is important, because its consideration brings simulated marine iron distributions much closer to observations (Ye and V€ olker, 2017) . Another critical aspect are features of the ocean iron cycle that may be missing in models because their existence is unknown. Recently, an enormous plume of iron emanating from the Sea of Okhotsk into the sub-Arctic North Pacific, a major HNLC region, was discovered and was found to have a significant impact on nutrient utilisation and export production in that region (Nishioka and Obata, 2017) . If global dust models do not consider all possible sources of iron to the ocean, also including glacial outwash (Sugden et al., 2009) , epicontinental seas (Nishioka and Obata, 2017) or even palaeo-fires , then this may be another major limitation of the models' ability to simulate dust fluxes accurately and assess their biogeochemical impacts reliably.
2.5.3.4. Model-predictions of past millennial-scale CO 2,atm changes due to aeolian dust fluxes. Assuming a two-fold global ocean increase in dust supply during the LGM (e.g., Mahowald et al., 1999; Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Kienast et al., 2016) and taking this as upper boundary for aeolian dust-driven changes in CO 2,atm on millennial timescales, linear regression of the compiled simulations suggests a large range of possible magnitudes of CO 2,atm drop varying between À8±7 ppm (GCMs and ESMs; Bopp et al., 2003; Parekh et al., 2006a Parekh et al., , 2006b Tagliabue et al., 2009b) , and À17 ± 11 ppm (box models; Lef evre and Watson and Lef evre, 1999) , cf. Table 2 . Unknown ligand concentrations/-strength and different iron sources in the ocean add significant uncertainty to these estimates (e.g., Parekh et al., 2006b Parekh et al., , 2008 Tagliabue et al., 2014a) .
As the SOc is the largest HNLC zone at present-day, aeolian supply of dust to the SOc may be crucial for dust-driven CO 2,atm changes (e.g., Menviel et al., 2012) . Direct estimates of changes in the supply of dust to the South Atlantic and South Pacific at the LGM suggest f SOc ¼ 4 as an appropriate upper limit Lamy et al., 2014; Martínez-García et al., 2014) . Extrapolating these findings to the entire SOc in the light of sparse proxy data, Parekh et al. (2008) find that dust supply had negligible impact on CO 2,atm (DCO 2,atm ¼~-4 ppm). However, the model of Parekh et al. (2008) lacks a silicic acid cycle and is characterised by too vigorous deep Southern Ocean convection and upwelling of CO 2 -rich water masses that compensates for CO 2,atm drawdown by iron-fertilised marine biology. How realistic the model estimates of Parekh et al. (2008) are for determining the largest CO 2,atm effect of SOc dust fluxes remains therefore an open question.
Summary
We have compiled 55 model studies that provide insights into millennial-scale changes in CO 2,atm based on 778 individual simulations that focus on six different forcing mechanisms. We have analysed modelled CO 2,atm changes of each of these simulations as a function of the structural and spatial model complexity, and prescribed forcing parameters. Although these simulations are very different and are dominated by different mechanisms, common trends of simulated CO 2,atm change emerge ( Table 2 , Fig. 17 ). Where possible, we have quantified these trends across simulations with different model hierarchies and forcing parameters for a given type of forcing, which summarises the current numerical model perspective on the drivers of millennial-scale CO 2,atm variations ( Table 2) . We also acknowledge various sources of uncertainties and unresolved issues ( Table 2) . Observed inter-and intra-model variations in simulated CO 2,atm change can to some extent be explained by differences in complexity of the applied model and/or in the experimental design (Tables 1 and 2 ). Our review highlights that although numerical models may agree on the direction of modelled CO 2,atm change for a prescribed forcing and a particular time during the simulation, the mechanisms underlying this CO 2,atm change may be fundamentally different.
Climate boundary conditions influence the magnitude of simulated CO 2,atm change in NAtl FW hosing experiments, both by determining the amount of carbon stored in the ocean interior, but also via dynamically different oceanic and land processes affecting CO 2,atm . The impact of different climate background conditions on CO 2,atm levels in simulations forced by FW addition in the SOc, as well as changes in the position and intensity of the SHW, Antarctic sea ice or aeolian dust supply to the ocean remains insufficiently known.
Model-informed predictions of the contribution of one particular forcing to millennial-scale CO 2,atm change is typically hampered due to a number of reasons. Firstly, realistic forcing parameters are poorly constrained (for instance in the case of SHW changes). Secondly, simulations run under interglacial boundary conditions provide an incomplete picture of past carbon cycle dynamics, because millennial-scale CO 2,atm variability is a distinct feature of "mild"-glacial boundary conditions. And thirdly, different complexities and insufficiencies of the models often express themselves in a wide range of CO 2,atm variations simulated for a given forcing. The effects of parameterisations, idealisations and simplifications of physical, biological or chemical processes on simulated CO 2,atm levels are often insufficiently constrained. Nevertheless, our review emphasises that observed millennialscale CO 2,atm variability can only be explained by a combination of factors, consistent with previous findings (e.g., K€ ohler et al., 2005a; Brovkin et al., 2012) .
FWF in the NAtl
Numerical model simulations forced by FW hosing in the NAtl show both an increase and decrease in simulated CO 2,atm during associated AMOC minima. The direction of CO 2,atm change is not a function of specific parameters of the experimental design. Only in individual studies, where boundary conditions and the overall forcing setting are held constant, the amplitude of CO 2,atm change correlates with the magnitude, duration and total amount of FW release. The modelled CO 2,atm increase at AMOC recoveries/-overshoots is linearly correlated to the stadial duration (i.e., the duration of the AMOC perturbation). The link between the modelled CO 2,atm change and stadial length, and its characteristic millennial timescale, implies that the cumulative release of CO 2 from the ocean-and/or land biosphere reservoirs is broadly linear over time, and that it is primarily driven by the ocean (with dampening from land processes). Indeed, the mean overturning timescale of the ocean is believed to be much slower than the Fig. 17 . Mechanisms of millennial-scale CO 2,atm change in numerical model simulations. We highlight the characteristics of modelled CO 2,atm change, and adjustments in landand marine carbon inventories in simulations forced by different types of mechanisms: FW supply to the NAtl (white) and the SOc (blue), changes in the strength (purple) and position of the SHW (violet), variations in Antarctic sea ice extent (green), and changes in aeolian dust supply to the ocean (orange). Boxes below show the compiled simulated CO 2,atm change (crosses) for a given forcing under interglacial (red) and glacial (blue) boundary conditions (principal simulations only; Tables S1eS7), as well as the trends of CO 2,atm change per unit forcing derived from them ( Table 2) .
timescale of dynamic changes in land vegetation. However, there is a lack of experiments testing the characteristic timescale of anomalous carbon fluxes from soils, litter, boreal-or tropical forests for various stadial lengths. The simulated CO 2,atm change is an integral of changes in the oceanic and terrestrial carbon reservoirs, whereby the effects of the dominant driver are generally buffered by changes in the non-dominant reservoir by 50e80%. A FW-driven AMOC reduction generally leads to increased carbon storage in the Atlantic due to reduced overturning rates and increased CO 2 solubility at the sea surface, which acts as a carbon sink. However, these effects are often counteracted to variable degree by different farfield changes that are triggered by AMOC perturbations. In the SOc, these remote effects may include a lowered CO 2 solubility owing to surface ocean warming, as well as increased vertical mixing and carbon release through air-sea CO 2 equilibration. The latter is often simulated for the North Pacific Ocean, where the deep ocean becomes increasingly better ventilated (through the Atlantic-Pacific seesaw mechanism) and loses its carbon, often through anomalous air-sea CO 2 fluxes in the Pacific sector of the SOc. Through shifts in the ITCZ, tropical forests may experience large changes in their carbon inventories that interact with ocean carbon storage changes to modify CO 2,atm . Temperature effects on carbon degradation in soils and CO 2 fertilisation effects on the terrestrial biosphere additionally influence carbon stocks on land, and hence CO 2,atm levels. A consistent dominant driver of CO 2,atm levels does not emerge from the compiled hosing experiments.
FWF in the SOc
FW hosing experiments in the SOc with a full organic carbon cycle mostly simulate a CO 2,atm decrease (of up to 12 ppm). The primary physical ocean response to SOc FW hosing in these simulations is a decrease in AABW formation. This reduces deep-ocean overturning, and hence increases deep-ocean carbon storage, which lowers CO 2,atm . In addition, NADW weakening in some SOc hosing experiments contributes to a greater deep-ocean carbon storage in the Atlantic. However, FWF in the SOc also leads to an increased CO 2 solubility due to surface cooling and/or an increase in terrestrial carbon storage in the tropics owing to a northward ITCZ shift and wetter conditions, which contribute to the modelled CO 2,atm decrease.
Changes in SHW winds
Simulations forced by increases (decreases) in the SHW wind intensity mostly under interglacial climate boundary conditions consistently indicate a marked rise (drop) in CO 2,atm . This is primarily driven by changes in SOc vertical mixing (driving carbon release primarily from the mid-depth ocean,~500e2000 m), which is buffered by parallel changes in marine export production and/or the terrestrial carbon storage. Inter-model differences in simulated CO 2,atm of up to 40 ppm can be related to some extent to the representation of mesoscale eddies. These tend to counteract winddriven changes in upwelling (lowering residual upwelling in the SOc), and hence diminish the effect of vertical mixing on CO 2,atm . Non-eddy resolving model setups, with coarse (eddy-permitting or eddy-parameterising) grid resolutions (>1/10 ), and constant thickness diffusivity parameters, applied in all simulations compiled here question whether mesoscale eddies are faithfully represented, which in turn may suggest that all of the compiled simulations overestimate the effect of SHW changes on CO 2,atm .
In comparison, northward (southward) shifts of the SHW lead in most simulations to a weak positive (negative) change in CO 2,atm . Northward (southward) shifted SHW winds result in an increase (decrease) in the outcrop area of CO 2 -rich sub-surface water masses and vertical mixing in the SOc, releasing (retaining) carbon primarily from (at) intermediate water depths and/or the Pacific Ocean. This dominates the simulated CO 2,atm change, although it is partially compensated by changes in the terrestrial biosphere and increased marine export production. However, a large fraction of carbon is also redistributed within the ocean, causing little CO 2,atm change in SHW wind-shift experiments. Feedback mechanisms among adjustments of the SHW, Antarctic sea ice cover, surface ocean buoyancy forcing, export production changes, and the rate and location of AABW formation remain insufficiently known, as they are incompletely represented in numerical models.
Antarctic sea ice
Prescribing an expansion of sea ice in the SOc leads often to a large CO 2,atm reduction in box models, whereas EMICs and GCMs simulate a smaller decrease or even an increase in CO 2,atm . In box models, the CO 2,atm response is primarily driven by an isolation of the deep ocean from the atmosphere by suppressing SOc air-sea CO 2 exchange. Additional compensating effects from changes in export production, deep-water formation, and ocean CO 2 solubility changes are resolved in EMICs and GCMs, and account for the lower-amplitude CO 2,atm changes observed in these models. In addition, as Antarctic sea ice cover tends to reduce export production in the SOc, it has important downstream effects by enhancing the nutrient availability and export production in equatorial regions. To what extent the effects of these opposing (high-latitude versus equatorial) processes on CO 2,atm compensate each other depends on whether these processes are represented in the models (which in box models comes down to the existence of an equatorial box). Future work may focus on the role of sea ice in CO 2,atm in glacial climates, and what effects sea ice has on CO 2,atm levels through impacts on vertical mixing and ocean diffusivities (e.g. through brine rejection), deep-water formation, the position of the SHW, and surface ocean buoyancy fluxes.
Aeolian dust supply to the ocean
Simulated CO 2,atm consistently drops, when dust fluxes to the global ocean and SOc are increased, which is due to an alleviation of iron limitation of marine biota and an increase in marine export production. The simulations show that marine biota is also limited by additional factors, such as light and other nutrients (e.g., silicic acid). Iron supply to the SOc can also have down-stream effects on biological production in the equatorial region, and may be significant from non-aeolian sources. In simulations considering nonaeolian dust fluxes, simulated CO 2,atm changes become increasingly insensitive to increasing or decreasing dust fluxes. There are uncertainties regarding the influence of climate boundary conditions on simulated dust-driven CO 2,atm changes, the Fe solubility in the ocean, and the response of ligands to varying Fe availability. Sensitivity simulations show a large (small) drop in simulated CO 2,atm levels for an increase (decrease) ligand concentrations. The influence of Fe from ocean sediments, hydrothermal vents, and from non-iron limited ocean regions on millennial-scale CO 2,atm variability was acknowledged but remains incompletely quantified.
Concluding remarks
Numerical models are necessarily an imperfect representation of the Earth system. The choice of forcing functions and modelspecific characteristics influence the simulated CO 2,atm change and can introduce biases that can be very difficult to quantify. This applies to all simulations compiled here to various degrees ( Table 2) . On the other hand, models are the only tools to test the impact and physical feasibility of various processes and scenarios within the Earth system. However, they can never be a true reflection of the "real world" due to the heuristic model nature (Oreskes et al., 1994) . Although all models are inevitably "imperfect" with respect to their representation of real-world processes, it is often their relative simplicity that makes them scrutable and therefore useful.
Numerical model outcomes are almost always underdetermined (i.e., having too few constraints to justify the robustness of a single simulation), because (ground-truthing) (proxy-) data are generally challenging to obtain and always come with some irreducible level of uncertainty in age and/or meaning. Model results must therefore be considered a "non-unique solution", and can be right, i.e., consistent with sparse observations, for the wrong reasons (Oreskes et al., 1994) . Unravelling the mechanisms driving CO 2,atm changes on millennial timescales in coupled carbon cycle-climate models remains therefore a challenge, not least because of the possibility that the CO 2,atm changes have been generated by a number of different contributing mechanisms that are difficult to unambiguously identify and/or quantify using a limited array of proxy-data and idealised model simulations. This particularly applies to assessing the role of inter-hemispheric climate variability in millennial-scale CO 2,atm change ( Fig. 2; e.g., Anderson and Carr, 2010) , as well as the role of small-scale processes, because current coupled carbon cycle-climate models capable of long simulations required for the study of millennial-scale climate variability (such as EMICs) are characterised by incomplete and/or often simplified atmospheric, oceanic, and/or cryospheric model components. The potential sensitivity of CO 2,atm to various forcing mechanisms under these restrictions needs to be understood further, for instance through global and regional Earth system model simulations with higher spatial resolution, in which smallscale processes such as deep convection, polynyas, seasonal sea ice growth/melt cycles of sea ice, and mesoscale eddy activity, can possibly be implemented.
In addition, we have identified a number of important gaps in carbon cycling modelling based on our compilation. We have pointed out that simulations with interglacial boundary conditions may be imperfect; however, these simulations shed light on the model's general sensitivity to perturbations, and often show similar processes as under glacial boundary conditions (despite differences in the magnitude of their impact). The design and performance of simulations within inter-model comparison projects that test the individual and combined influence of different forcing parameters on CO 2,atm levels may prove particularly useful in advancing our understanding of natural CO 2,atm variability. However, such model intercomparison projects must ultimately proceed in step with advancements in the fields of palaeoceanography and oceanography: firstly, high-resolution proxy-data reconstructions are needed to put tight constraints on past environmental changes accompanying CO 2,atm variations, and inform models on realistic forcing parameters and climate background conditions; secondly, processes relevant for the cycling of carbon in the Earth system (e.g., role of mesoscale eddies, iron solubility in the ocean, etc.) need to be better understood from an observational standpoint. And thirdly, these processes need to be considered in Earth system models (although this comes at some computational cost), or constraints on the bias introduced through their omission or simplified representation are needed. One way of meeting these challenges may lie in an interactive and iterative process of bringing (proxy-) data and model outputs together (e.g., through data assimilation and community efforts). This may involve the identification of key observable requirements of certain hypotheses in numerical model simulations, and an assessment whether they can be refuted by existing and/or new proxy observations. On the other hand, available and evolving palaeo-data reconstructions should be used to inform and constantly challenge the validity of experimental designs and numerical model outputs.
